
 

 

Reference: 20180308 
 
 
 
24 September 2018 
 
 

 
Dear
 
Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 30 July 2018. You 
requested the following: 
 

“I have a request for official information to follow up this tweet today by Steve 
Keen claiming the Treasury considered buying his Minsky forecasting software at  
https://twitter.com/ProfSteveKeen/status/1023698387806371841?s=19 
 
I request all official information including emails on this proposal to buy the 
Minsky software…” 
 

As you are aware, on 23 July we extended the time limit for deciding on your request 
by an additional 20 working days.  
 

Information to be Released 
 
Please find enclosed the following documents: 
 

Item Date Document Description Decision 

1.  16 to 24 July 
2012 

Email Correspondence with Professor Steve 
Keen 

Release in part 

2.  25 July 2012 Email Correspondence with Steve Keen Release in part 

3.  26 July 2012 Email and attachments – Steve Keen’s Draft 
Contract for Review 

Release in part 

4.  30 July 2012 Email to Professor Steve Keen – Contract for 
visit to New Zealand 

Release in part 

5.  30 July 2012 Email and attachment from Steve Keen – 
signed contract attached  

Release in part 

6.  2 August 2012  Introducing Steve Keen’s Work – EDGE 
Session  

Release in full  

7.  (no date) Preliminary Thoughts on Steve Keen’s 
Modelling Approach 

Release in full 

8.  (no date) Steve Keen’s Programme –  

Visit to Treasury 

Release in full 

9.  3 September 
2012 

Steve Keen – Draft Proposal to New Zealand Release in part 
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10.  4 September 
2012 

Email and attachments: Steve Keen’s Lecture 
Notes and Slides 

Release in full 

11.  11 September 
2018 

CE Email: Steve Keen Visit – Next Steps Release in part 

12.  September 2012 Steve Keen Visit – Next Steps – File Note Release in full 

13.  13 September 
2012 

CE Email to Steve Keen and Reply  Release in part 

14.  (no date) Thoughts on Steve Keen (2011) Minsky Model Release in full 

 
I have decided to release the documents listed above, subject to information being 
withheld under the following sections of the Official Information Act, as applicable: 
• personal contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(a) – to protect the privacy 

of natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons, 
• commercially sensitive information, under section 9(2)(b)(ii) – to protect the 

commercial position of the person who supplied the information, or who is the 
subject of the information, 

• under section 9(2)(i) – to enable commercial activities to be carried out without 
prejudice or disadvantage, 

• confidential information, under section 9(2)(j) – to enable the Crown to negotiate 
without prejudice or disadvantage, and  

• direct dial phone numbers of officials, under section 9(2)(k) – to prevent the 
disclosure of information for improper gain or improper advantage. 

 
Direct dial phone numbers of officials have been redacted under section 9(2)(k) in 
order to reduce the possibility of staff being exposed to phishing and other scams. This 
is because information released under the OIA may end up in the public domain, for 
example, on websites including Treasury’s website. 
 
Information Publicly Available 
 
The following information is also covered by your request and is publicly available: 
 
Item Date Document Description Website Address 

1.  (no date) Predicting the “Global Financial 
Crisis”: Post-Keynesian 
Macroeconomics 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/a
bs/10.1111/1475-4932.12016 

 

2.  2 June 2012 European Disunion and 
Endogenous Money 

http://ms.mcmaster.ca/~grasselli
/KeenGrasselli2012EuropeanDi
sunionAndEndogenousMoneyFi
nal.pdf  

 
Accordingly, I have refused your request for the documents listed in the above table 
under section 18(d) of the Official Information Act – the information requested is or will 
soon be publicly available.  
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In making my decision, I have considered the public interest considerations in section 
9(1) of the Official Information Act.  
 
Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed 
documents may be published on the Treasury website. 
 
This reply addresses the information you requested. You have the right to ask the 
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Phillip Mellor 
Team Leader, Forecasting 
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From: Girol Karacaoglu
Sent: Tuesday, 24 July 2012 7:48 AM
To: Steve Keen; David Lawson
Cc: Joey Au; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; 

Jean-Pierre Andre; Joanne Hughes; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; 
Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj

Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen 

Thank you Steve – apologies for the delayed response (I was on leave). 
 
Joey and Vinny – please work with Clair and set this up – please make sure to let the RBNZ know as well. 
 
Thank you all – kind regards - Girol 
 
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

| Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Sunday, 22 July 2012 9:31 a.m. 
To: Girol Karacaoglu; David Lawson 
Cc: Joey Au; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre Andre; Joanne 
Hughes; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
 
Dear Girol, 
  
That's all completely acceptable. Of course it is far too early to commit to any particular outcome, but now is 
definitely the time to explore approaches and options. 
  
As noted earlier, both I and David Lawson are available for any Wednesday to Monday period in August. We could 
depart on a Wednesday afternoon for two days of meetings, seminars etc., and then return to Sydney on Saturday. I 
would like Dave to accompany me since he can be the liaison person, and handle the details that I tend to let slip due 
to sheer work pressure these days.  
  
It might also be worthwhile to bring Minsky's developer Professor Russell Standish with us--though I'm not sure of 
Russell's schedule. Russell obviously knows the code in Minsky better than I do, and will also be able to assist me in 
answering any technical questions about the dynamic modeling approach we've taken, which is very different to that 
employed in economics to date (but very commonly in use in other disciplines). 
  
I'm really looking forward to meeting up. 
  
Cheers, Steve 
Professor Steve Keen 
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 

From: Girol Karacaoglu [Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz] 
Sent: Friday, 20 July 2012 7:19 PM 
To: Steve Keen 
Cc: Joey Au; Steve Keen; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre Andre; 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)
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Joanne Hughes; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  

Hi Steve: 
  
Please ignore the earlier (incomplete) e-mail – my apologies. 
  
I met with our Macro modelling and policy people earlier today. 
  
We are unable to pre-commit to any outcome at this very early stage. 
  
If you are able and willing to make the investment of your time, we propose to proceed as follows: 

•         Happy to organise and pay for (travel and accommodation) a two day visit to New Zealand. 
•         We would organise a seminar / lecture for you to present your ideas, theory and modelling work to 

interested Treasury and Reserve Bank staff. 
•         We would then hold a series of technical working sessions / workshops with the modelling people from 

the Treasury and the Reserve Bank, to help us understand better your modelling work – and where you 
propose to take it.  This will also give us an opportunity to present our own model(s) and work in progress 
to you. 

  
The purpose of this exercise would be to better understand your modelling work and explore your proposal (in 
terms of our potential contribution to building and partly funding your model).  We will then consider your proposal, 
on our own or jointly with the Reserve Bank, and come back to you. 
  
If this proposal is acceptable to you, let us know please and we will start planning your visit ASAP. 
  
Kind regards - Girol  
  
  
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

| Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
   
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From: Girol Karacaoglu  
Sent: Friday, 20 July 2012 9:05 p.m. 
To: Steve Keen 
Cc: Joey Au; 'Steve Keen'; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre Andre; 
Joanne Hughes; Girol Karacaoglu; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Subject: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
  
Hi Steve: 
  
I met with our Macro modelling and policy people earlier today. 
  
I am unable to pre-commit to any outcome at this very early stage. 
  
If you are ab   
  
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

| Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
   
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 

s9(2)(k)
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a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From: Girol Karacaoglu  
Sent: Thursday, 19 July 2012 6:54 a.m. 
To: Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Cc: Joey Au; Steve Keen; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre Andre; 
Joanne Hughes 
Subject: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
  
Good Morning: 
  
The correspondence below with Professor Steve Keen is self-explanatory. 
  
I want to meet ASAP to discuss this proposal from Professor Keen so that we can respond to him. 
  
Clair: please organise a one hour meeting ASAP – thank you. 
  
Kind regards - Girol 
  
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

| Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 July 2012 6:43 p.m. 
To: Joey Au 
Cc:  Girol Karacaoglu; Russell Standish 
Subject: Re: New Zealand Treasury and the Government Economics Network 
  
That's great news Joey. 
  
What I'd like to do is develop the monetary macroeconomic modelling framework itself, as well as a new 
model. One of the reasons for the marketing (as opposed to empirical!) success of DSGE models and their 
predecessors was the existence of software packages that aided their construction. I'm developing "Minsky" 
as an Open Source GUI framework in which monetary macroeconomic models can be constructed. 
  

The first very rough workable version of Minsky will be ready by the end of this week (we thought we had a 
releasable version as of last week, but I spotted 2 more crucial bugs over the weekend; Dr Russell Standish, 
the programmer who is also a long-time research collaborator and friend, is working on them now). 
  

If Treasury could provide funding to enable Russell to be employed after my INET Grant runs out, and 
hopefully to expand the development team, I would be delighted. 

  

Here's a thought: this contact was initiated as a happenstance to the trip in September, but there's no reason 
to wait until then to meet. I could come over beforehand--say August 15--and spend several days both for a 
seminar and to work out these details.  
  

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)
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Would that work for you? I'd like to have David join me as well, so that he can handle the administrative 
details of of what we agree to. Ideally I'd like Russell to join us as well, though that will depend on his own 
schedule. 
  

We could fly over on a Wednesday evening (my class is 10am-1pm at Campbelltown, which is one hour by 
train from Sydney Airport, so the earliest flight I could make would be 5pm), and return the following 
Monday (in time for my Tuesday classes, which start at 10am). At present, any Wednesday-to-Monday 
period in August is available.  
  

Cheers, Steve 

 
Steve Keen  
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 
 
On 18/07/2012, at 9:11 AM, "Joey Au" <Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz> wrote: 

Hi Steve, 
  
We would love to explore the possibility of developing your Minsky monetary macroeconomic 
modelling with you. 
  
As luck would have it we are currently exploring the possibility of building a new (monetary) 
macroeconomic model for a small open economy to complement our existing one here at 
Treasury.  We would be absolutely delighted if you would consider working with us on this.   
  
If you want and have time we would like to discuss this further with you i.e. what the arrangements, 
terms and conditions etc might look like. 
  
We could meet when you’re in Wellington, this would be a meeting between yourself and some 
people in Treasury.  Given that this is not a seminar this should hopefully not upset your organisers.   
  
If a meeting with you when you arrive in Wellington is not possible we can probably just set up a 
meeting over skype.   
  
Just let me know what works best for you and we’ll go from there. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Joey. 
  
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
   
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you 
are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 17 July 2012 8:50 p.m. 
To: Joey Au; 
Subject: Re: New Zealand Treasury and the Government Economics Network 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)
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Great, thanks Joey. Happy to do either. 
 
Actually, I would also like to explore the possibility of developing my Minsky monetary 
macroeconomic modelling program with you. 
 
My long term objective is to have Treasuries and Central Banks add dynamic monetary modelling to 
their current arsenal of ISLM/ASAD/DSGE models, but for that to happen the framework has to be 
more fully developed. 
 
I plan to apply for an ARC Linkage Grant, and it would be fantastic to have the NZ Treasury as an 
Industry Partner (INET has already committed $120,000 to this application).  
 
Who knows, we might even be able to persuade the Australian Treasury to pitch in as well! 
 
Cheers, Steve 
  
  
From: Joey Au [mailto:Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 04:09 PM 
To: David Lawson <david.lawson@debtdeflation.com>  
Cc: Steve Keen
Subject: RE: New Zealand Treasury and the Government Economics Network  
  
Hi Dave, 
  
Thanks for your email.  We’re very happy to compensate Steve for his time.  Can you please tell me 
how much in terms of a fee you are expecting?  
  
Please note that we would like Steve to do a one hour presentation to the Government Economics 
Network while he’s in Wellington. 
  
Many thanks, 
  
Joey 
  
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you 
are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From:  On Behalf Of David Lawson 
Sent: Tuesday, 17 July 2012 4:02 p.m. 
To: Girol Karacaoglu; Joey Au; Steve Keen 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: New Zealand Treasury and the Government Economics Network 
  
Dear Joey & Girol, 
  
Thank you for your interest. It is great to see such enthusiasm around Steve's research! 
  
Steve is very excited to be touring New Zealand to promote his his research and analysis on 
the current financial crises. I am also very excited about being there to support the cause. We 
will be arriving in Auckland in the afternoon of Wednesday 6 September with seminars and 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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lectures scheduled until Saturday, when we fly down to Christchurch. We will be in 
Christchurch till Sunday afternoon, and then we fly to Wellington where we will be for the 
remainder of the tour before flying back to Australia early in the morning on Tuesday 11 
September.  
  
I would like to introduce you to Frances Thomas, who initiated and is coordinating the tour 
( , cc'd on this email).  
  
Steve has a heavy schedule while in New Zealand, so he won't be able to give 
private seminar without an appropriate fee due budgets, however there is a seminar 
available on the Monday 10 September 8.15am-1pm. Please get in touch with 
Frances for the details of the event and to arrange coffee or lunch. 
  
Best regards, 
David Lawson 
  
Centre for Economic Stability Incorporated 
Professor Steve Keen's non-profit research initiative 

www.cfesi.org
  
  
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Monday, 16 July 2012 4:48 p.m. 
To: Joey Au 
Cc: David Lawson 
Subject: Re: New Zealand Treasury and the Government Economics Network 
  
Dear Joey, 
  
I'd be delighted! If only I got such a good reception from my own country! 
  
So yes, please talk with my assistant and colleague Dave Lawson, who's handling the logistics for 
me. 
  
Would you also like us to publicize the seminar? That might help grow the size of your network. 
  
Cheers, Steve 
 
Steve Keen  
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 
 
On 16/07/2012, at 7:35 AM, "Joey Au" <Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz> wrote: 

Good afternoon Dr. Keen, 
  
My name is Joey Au and I work for the Treasury’s Chief Economist (Dr. Girol 
Karacaoglu) in New Zealand and also manage the Government Economics Network 
(GEN). 
  
I am very excited about your visit to New Zealand and very much look forward to 
your seminars and evening lectures.  Girol and I are both huge fans of your work 
and have referred to it on numerous occasions within Treasury and also in our 
discussions with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand.  We would highly value the 
opportunity to engage with you here at the New Zealand Treasury if you were 
available, even for an hour, during your visit to Wellington in September. 
  

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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We’ll also be interested in having a coffee with you, if that’s all the time you can 
muster given your busy schedule. 
  
Wearing my ‘other hat’.  I have received a lot of requests from members of the 
Government Economics Network requesting that I approach you and see if you could 
do a seminar to the network. 
  
I manage the Government Economics Network in New Zealand 
(http://www.treasury.govt.nz/economy/gen/about) which was established in 2011 to 
promote the better use of economics in the public sector in New Zealand.  It aims to 
cater to economists and non-economists through a range of events and training 
opportunities, focused on using economics in policy advice.  The Network has three 
aims: 

1)      support economics training and professional development; 
2)      develop linkages between economists; and 
3)      strengthen economic advice to government. 

  
The Government Economics Network is basically run by a group of volunteers within 
the public sector with a personal commitment to building economics capability.  We 
are not for profit.  If you were available, it would be fantastic if you were able to do 
seminar to the members of the Government Economics Network.  
  
Many thanks, 
  
Again, super excited about your seminars and lectures in New Zealand. 
  
Joey. 
  
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

 | Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
   
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may 
also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 
2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  

s9(2)(k)
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From: Steve Keen <debunking@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 25 July 2012 1:44 PM
To: Joey Au; Girol Karacaoglu
Cc: David Lawson; Russell Standish; Mike Honeychurch
Subject: Three is fine

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

That's fine Joey; I can get Mike to link in via Skype whenever necessary. Yes please draw up the paperwork 
for the three of us: me, David Lawson and Russell Standish. 
 
Cheers. Steve 
 
From: Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
To: S.Keen@uws.edu.au 
CC:  Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz;Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz; Clair.
Rowland@treasury.govt.nz;Peter.Mawson@treasury.govt.nz 
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen 
Date: Wed, 25 Jul 2012 00:55:26 +0000 

Thanks Steve, 
  
Unfortunately, we will not be able to justify why we need four people to come over to NZ at this early stage 
of the process.  Grateful if we can keep it relatively small for this first visit and discussion (just you and two 
others). 
  
As Girol noted in his earlier email below, the purpose of your visit is to better understand your modelling 
work and explore your proposal (in terms of our potential contribution to building and partly funding your 
model). We will then consider your proposal, on our own or jointly with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, 
and come back to you. 
  
If you’re ok with this, we’ll start drawing up the necessary paper work for you to sign. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Joey. 
  
 
Steve Keen 
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 

s9(2)(a)
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From: Joey Au
Sent: Thursday, 26 July 2012 10:59 AM
To: Julian Sakarai; Girol Karacaoglu
Cc: Vinayak Nagaraj; Clair Rowland; Brenda Clayton
Subject: Steve Keen's draft contract for review
Attachments: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen ; Three is fine

Hi Julian, 
 
As noted briefly yesterday, if you could look over the contract sometime today/tomorrow that would be fantastic 
with a possible ‘tick by Friday’ time in mind.  If you can’t get to this until Monday that’s all good as well.  Please note 
that we only just completed the negotiations yesterday. 
 
Contract for Services - Steve Keen - Treasury Visit (Treasury:2407602) Add to worklist   
 
Some background information can be found in the two attached emails. 
 
Julian please note the following: 

1) I’ve used Martin’s contract (Contract for Services - Martin Weale GEN Conference (Treasury:2400583v1) 
Add to worklist) as the template for producing this one. 

2) Steve Keen (‘the supplier’) and his two colleagues will only be coming from Australia.   
3) I strongly prefer that the contract broadly follows Martin’s one in the sense that we give a lump sum 

payment and that’s it so that we don’t have to process receipts etc and do all that other admin work.  
 
Girol I’ve estimated the total cost to be approximately $4,500.  This is made up of: 

1) 3 x economy class airfares from Sydney to Wellington = 3 x $1000 = $3,000. 
2) 3 nights at the Bolton Hotel = 3 people x $200 a night x 2 nights = $1,200. 
3) Daily allowance coving taxis and food etc = 3 people x $100 each = $300.  

 
My ‘research’ into the costs can be found here: Estimating expenses - Steve Keen (Treasury:2407597v1) Add to 
worklist 
 
Girol please confirm that you’re happy with paying the $4,500 figure.  As noted, this will come out of your Chief 
Economist Budget.   
 
Cheers, 
 
Joey. 
 
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
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 GMC Form 1 SERVICES (2nd Edition)  

1  MED1220827                                                                      
 

Contract for Services 

Steve Keen  
 

The Parties 
The Treasury  (Buyer)

1 The Terrace, Wellington, New Zealand 

P O Box 3724, Wellington 6140 

And 

Steve Keen (Supplier)

c/o University of Western Sydney 
Locked Bag 1797 
Penrith NSW 2751 
Australia 
 

The Contract 
Agreement 
The Buyer appoints the Supplier to deliver the Services described in this Contract and the Supplier 
accepts that appointment. This Contract sets out the Parties' rights and obligations. 

The documents forming this Contract are: 
1. This page Page 1 
2. Contract Details and Description of Services Schedule 1 
3. Standard Terms and Conditions Schedule 2 

GMC Form 1 SERVICES | Schedule 2 (2nd Edition) available at: www.procurement.govt.nz 
4. Any other attachments described at Schedule 1. 

How to read this Contract 
5. Together the above documents form the whole Contract.  
6. Any Supplier terms and conditions do not apply. 
7. Clause numbers refer to clauses in Schedule 2.   
8. Words starting with capital letters have a special meaning. The special meaning is stated in the 

Definitions section at clause 17 (Schedule 2). 
 

Acceptance 
In signing this Contract each Party acknowledges that it has read and agrees to be bound by it. 

For and on behalf of the Buyer: 
 

_____________________________________ 

For and on behalf of the Supplier: 
 

____________________________________ 
(signature) (signature) 

name: Girol Karacaoglu name: Steve Keen 

position: Chief Economist position: Consultant 

date:  date:  
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GMC Form 1 SERVICES (2nd Edition) 

2  MED1220827                                            
 

Schedule 1 
Contract Details and Description of Services 

Start Date 27/07/2012 Reference Schedule 2 clause 1 

End Date 1/09/2012 Reference Schedule 2 clause 1  
 

Contract 
Managers 
Reference Schedule 2 
clause 4  

 Buyer’s Contract Manager Supplier’s Contract Manager 

Name: Joey Au Steve Keen 

Title / position: Advisor to the Chief 
Economist 

Consultant 

Address: The Treasury, 1 The 
Terrace, Wellington 

c/o University of Western 
Sydney 
Locked Bag 1797 
Penrith NSW 2751 
Australia 

Phone: +61 (02) 9685 9296 
 

Fax: N/A N/A 

Email: Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
 

S.Keen@uws.edu.au 

 

Addresses for 
Notices 
Reference Schedule 2 
clause 14 

 Buyer’s address Supplier’s address 

For the attention of: Girol Karacaoglu Steve Keen 

c.c. Contract Manager Joey Au - 

Delivery address: The Treasury, 
1 The Terrace 
Wellington 
6012 
New Zealand 

c/o University of Western 
Sydney 
Locked Bag 1797 
Penrith NSW 2751 
Australia 

Postal address: PO Box 3724 
Wellington  
6140 
 

n/a 

Fax: N/A N/A 

Email: Girol.Karacaoglu@treasur
y.govt.nz 

S.Keen@uws.edu.au 

 

 

Description of Services 

Context 

The Buyer is currently exploring the possibility of building a new (monetary) macroeconomic model for a small open 
economy to complement our existing model.   

Description of Services 

The Supplier, along with Messrs David Lawson and Russell Standish (the “Supplier’s Colleagues”) will spend two 
days engaging with officials at the Treasury. The exact details of the meetings and engagement with the Buyer will 
be agreed upon at a later date between the Supplier and the Buyer. The Buyer will provide a schedule of meetings 
and events (“Meetings and Events Schedule”) to the Supplier by 21 August 2012. Changes can be made to the 
Meeting and Events Schedule with the agreement of both the Buyer and the Supplier. 

s9(2)(k)
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The Supplier will: 

• attend meetings and events, as set out in the Meetings and Events Schedule; 

• attend a seminar / lecture organised by the Buyer and present ideas, theory and modelling work to 
interested Treasury and Reserve Bank of New Zealand staff; and 

• attend a series of technical working sessions / workshops with staff from the Treasury and the Reserve 
Bank; 

• discuss, and provide comment on, the Buyer’s internally developed model(s) and work in progress.  

Deliverables 

Deliverable/Milestone Performance Standards Due date 

Engage with the Buyer for 2 days - exact 
details to be set out in the Meeting and 
Events Schedule  

The Supplier will engage with 
the Buyer’s officials within their 
areas of expertise via a series 
of seminars /lectures and 
technical working sessions / 
workshops 

30th – 31st  
August 2012 

 

 

 

CHARGES: The following section sets out the Charges. Charges are the total maximum amount payable by the 
Buyer to the Supplier for delivery of the Services. Charges include Fees, and where agreed, Expenses and Daily 
Allowances. The Charges for this Contract are set out below. 

 

Fees 
Reference Schedule 2 
clause 3 

No fees are payable  

 

 

Expenses 
Reference Schedule 2 

clause 3 
Actual and reasonable — general  Expenses 

The Buyer will pay the Supplier a lump sum amount of $5,100 NZ dollars (“Lump Sum”) 
on receipt of an invoice for expenses. The Supplier agrees that  the Lump Sum will be 
applied to: 

• the Supplier’s costs for return economy class airfares from Sydney to 
Wellington; 

• the Supplier’s Colleagues’ costs for return economy class airfares from Sydney 
to Wellington; 

• the Supplier’s costs for three nights’ accommodation in Wellington; 

• the Supplier’s Colleagues’ costs for three nights’ accommodation in Wellington; 

• the Supplier’s reasonable expenses while providing the services under this 
contract; 

• reasonable expenses incurred by the Supplier’s Colleagues in the provision of 
services by the Supplier under this contract.  

The Supplier agrees that any other expenses incurred by the Supplier or the Supplier’s 
Colleagues over and above the Lump Sum are the sole responsibility of the Supplier. 

 
 

Daily Allowance 
Reference Schedule 2 
clause 3  

No allowances are payable. 

 

 

 

Invoices 
Reference Schedule 2 
Subject to clauses 3 and 
11.7 

The Supplier must send the Buyer an invoice for expenses on completion of services.  
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Address for 
invoices 
Reference Schedule 2 
clause 3 

 Buyer’s address 

For the attention of: Joey Au 

Physical address: The Treasury, 1 The Terrace, Wellington, New Zealand 

Postal address: PO Box 3724, Wellington 6140 

Email: Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
 

Fax:  
 

 

 

 

Attachments 
Reference 'Contract 
documents' described 
at Page 1  

Email attached to be sent July 30 2012 

 

Insurance 
Reference Schedule 2 
Clause 8.1 

 

INSURANCE: (clause 8.1 Schedule 2) 

The Supplier must have the following insurance:  

Travel Insurance, that covers the supplier for: 

• Trip cancellation or interruption of travel; if for any good reason the Supplier is 
forced to cancel or delay their trip; such as illness or poor weather.   

• Cancellation fees and lost deposits; if for any good reason the Supplier is forced 
to cancel or delay their trip; such as illness or poor weather.   

• Alternative transport expenses, such as in the event of flight cancellation re 
booking an alternative flight.  

 

Changes to 
Schedule 2 and 
additional 
clause/s  

None 
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 IN-CONFIDENCE 

Treasury:2407597v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 1 
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 IN-CONFIDENCE 

Treasury:2407597v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 2 
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 IN-CONFIDENCE 

Treasury:2407597v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 3 
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From: Joey Au
Sent: Monday, 30 July 2012 3:53 PM
To: 'Steve Keen'
Cc:  Girol Karacaoglu; Vinayak Nagaraj
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen
Attachments: Steve Keen Contract - NZ Visit.pdf; Schedule2-GMCVersion2.pdf

Hi Steve, 
 
Please find the attached contract for your visit to the New Zealand Treasury. 
 
Grateful if you can get back to us as soon as you can so that we can lock in the dates and start planning for your trip 
immediately on our side.   
 
If you have any questions, comments or issues with the contract etc please let me know.   
 
Thanks, 
 
Joey.  
 
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 
 
  
From: Joey Au [mailto:Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 09:39 AM 
To: Steve Keen  
Cc:  Girol Karacaoglu <Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz>; 
Vinayak Nagaraj <Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz>; Clair Rowland <Clair.Rowland@treasury.govt.nz>; Peter 
Mawson <Peter.Mawson@treasury.govt.nz>  
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
  
Hi Steve, 
 
Thanks for your email.  Given your two options we can only do the August 29-31 days.  Please note that we’re happy 
to and willing to pay for (travel and accommodation) for yourself, David and Russell for your two day visit to 
Treasury. 
 
Once you’ve confirmed that you’re willing to spend Thursday 30th and Friday 31st August engaging with us, I’ll pull 
together a contract for you to sign.  The contract is a necessary paperwork we have to do unfortunately.   
 
Please let me know if there’s anything you want clarified at this early stage. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Joey. 
 

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(k)
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Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 
| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 24 July 2012 10:38 a.m. 
To: Girol Karacaoglu 
Cc: David Lawson; Joey Au; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre 
Andre; Joanne Hughes; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Subject: Re: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
 
No problem Girol, 
 
I'm still getting over Jetlag, having just arrived back in Sydney on Saturday. 
 
I forgot two prior appointments in my last email: my mathematician colleague,
from the Fields Institute in Toronto, is in Sydney next week to collaborate on my Minsky model, and a 
colleague from Wellington Capital Management is in town on the 22nd-24th. So that narrows down my free 
Wednesday-Friday periods in August to 15-17 and 29-31. I'd prefer the first if that can be arranged. 
 
Cheers, Steve 
 
Professor Steve Keen  
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)
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Schedule 2 

Standard Terms and Conditions - Services 

1.  Length of Contract 

1.1 This Contract starts on the Start Date. Services must not be delivered before the Start 
Date. 

1.2 This Contract ends on the End Date unless terminated earlier. 

2.  The Services 

Both Parties' obligations 

2.1 Both Parties agree to: 

a. act in good faith and demonstrate honesty, integrity, openness and 
accountability in their dealings with each other 

b. discuss matters affecting this Contract or the delivery of the Services, whenever 
necessary 

c. notify each other immediately of any actual or anticipated issues that could: 

i. significantly impact on the Services or the Charges 

ii. receive media attention, and 

d. comply with all applicable laws and regulations.  

Buyer's obligations 

2.2 The Buyer must: 

a. provide the Supplier with any information it has reasonably requested to enable the 
delivery of the Services 

b. make decisions and give approvals reasonably required by the Supplier to enable 
delivery of the Services. All decisions and approvals must be given within reasonable 
timeframes, and 

c. pay the Supplier the Charges for the Services as long as the Supplier has delivered 
the Services and invoiced the Buyer, all in accordance with this Contract. 

Supplier's obligations 

2.3 The Supplier must deliver the Services: 

a. on time and to the required performance standards or quality set out in Schedule 1 or 
reasonably notified by the Buyer to the Supplier from time to time 

b. within the amounts agreed as Charges, and 

c. with due care, skill and diligence, and to the appropriate professional standard or in 
accordance with good industry practice as would be expected from a leading supplier 
in the relevant industry.   

2.4 The Supplier must: 

a. ensure that its Personnel have the necessary skills, experience, training and 
resources to successfully deliver the Services 

b. provide all equipment and resources necessary to deliver the Services, and 
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c. comply with the Standards of Integrity and Conduct issued by the State Services 
Commission (see www.ssc.govt.nz) and any other relevant codes of conduct listed in 
Schedule 1 or notified by the Buyer to the Supplier from time to time. 

2.5 Where an Approved Personnel has been authorised by the Buyer in Schedule 1, the 
Supplier must use the Approved Personnel in delivering the Services. The Supplier must 
obtain the Buyer's prior written approval if it wishes to change any Approved Personnel. 

2.6 If the Supplier is at the Buyer's premises, the Supplier must observe the Buyer's policies 
and procedures, including those relating to health and safety, and security requirements. 
The Buyer must tell the Supplier what the relevant policies and procedures are, and either 
give the Supplier a copy of them or provide an internet link. 

2.7 If the nature of the Services requires it, the Supplier will deliver Services: 

a. in a manner that is culturally appropriate for Māori, Pacific and other ethnic or 
indigenous groups, and 

b. that respects the personal privacy and dignity of all participants and stakeholders. 

3.  Charges and payment 

Charges & invoices 

3.1 The Charges are the total maximum amount payable by the Buyer to the Supplier for 
delivery of the Services. Charges include Fees and, where agreed, Expenses and Daily 
Allowances. 

3.2 The Supplier must provide valid tax invoices for all Charges on the dates or at the times 
specified in Schedule 1. The Buyer has no obligation to pay the Charges set out on an 
invoice, which is not a valid tax invoice. A valid a tax invoice must: 

a. clearly show all GST due 

b. be in New Zealand currency or the currency stated in Schedule 1 

c. be clearly marked 'Tax invoice'  

d. contain the Supplier's name, address and GST number, if the Supplier is registered 
for GST 

e. contain the Buyer’s name and address and be marked for the attention of the Buyer's 
Contract Manager or such other person stated in Schedule 1 

f. state the date the invoice was issued 

g. name this Contract and provide a description of the Services supplied, including the 
amount of time spent in the delivery of the Services if payment is based on an Hourly 
Fee Rate or Daily Fee Rate 

h. contain the Buyer's contract reference or purchase order number if there is one 

i. state the Charges due, calculated correctly, and 

j. be supported by GST receipts if Expenses are claimed and any other verifying 
documentation reasonably requested by the Buyer. 

Payment 

3.3 If the Buyer receives a valid tax invoice on or before the 3
rd

 Business Day of the month, 
the Buyer must pay that tax invoice by the 20

th
 calendar day of that month. Any valid tax 

invoice received after the 3
rd

 Business Day of the month will be paid by the Buyer on the 
20

th
 calendar day of the month following the month it is received. The Buyer's obligation to 

pay is subject to clauses 3.2, 3.4 and 11.10. 

3.4 If the Buyer disputes a tax invoice or any part of a tax invoice that complies with 
clause 3.2, the Buyer must notify the Supplier within 10 Business Days of the date of 
receipt of the tax invoice. The Buyer must pay the portion of the tax invoice that is not in 
dispute. The Buyer may withhold payment of the disputed portion until the dispute is 
resolved. 
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4. Contract management 

Contract Manager  

4.1 The persons named in Schedule 1 as the Contract Managers are responsible for 
managing the Contract, including: 

a. managing the relationship between the Parties 

b. overseeing the effective implementation of this Contract, and 

c. acting as a first point of contact for any issues that arise. 

Changing the Contract Manager 

4.2 If a Party changes its Contract Manager it must tell the other Party, in writing, the name 
and contact details of the replacement within 5 Business Days of the change.  

5. Information management 

Information and Records 

5.1 The Supplier must: 

a. keep and maintain Records in accordance with prudent business practice and all 
applicable laws 

b. make sure the Records clearly identify all relevant time and Expenses incurred in 
providing the Services 

c. make sure the Records are easy to access, and 

d. keep the Records safe. 

5.2 The Supplier must give information to the Buyer relating to the Services that the Buyer 
reasonably requests. All information provided by the Supplier must be in a format that is 
usable by the Buyer, and delivered within a reasonable time of the request. 

5.3 The Supplier must co-operate with the Buyer to provide information immediately if the 
information is required by the Buyer to comply with an enquiry or its statutory, 
parliamentary, or other reporting obligations. 

5.4 The Supplier must make its Records available to the Buyer during the term of the 
Contract and for 7 years after the End Date (unless already provided to the Buyer earlier).  

5.5 The Supplier must make sure that Records provided by the Buyer or created for the 
Buyer, are securely managed and securely destroyed on their disposal.  

Reports 

5.6 The Supplier must prepare and give to the Buyer the reports stated in Schedule 1, by the 
due dates stated in Schedule 1. 

6. The contractual relationship 

Independent contractor 

6.1 Nothing in this Contract constitutes a legal relationship between the Parties of 
partnership, joint venture, agency, or employment. The Supplier is responsible for the 
liability of its own, and its Personnel’s, salary, wages, holiday or redundancy payments 
and any GST, corporate, personal and withholding taxes, ACC premiums or other levies 
attributable to the Supplier’s business or the engagement of its Personnel.  

Neither Party can represent the other 

6.2 Neither Party has authority to bind or represent the other Party in any way or for any 
purpose. 
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Permission to transfer rights or obligations 

6.3 The Supplier may transfer any of its rights or obligations under this Contract only if it has 
the Buyer’s prior written approval. The Buyer will not unreasonably withhold its approval. 

7. Subcontractors 

Rules about subcontracting 

7.1 The Supplier must not enter into a contract with someone else to deliver any part of the 
Services without the Buyer's prior written approval. In selecting an appropriate 
Subcontractor the Supplier must be able to demonstrate value for money.  

The Supplier's responsibilities 

7.2 The Supplier is responsible for ensuring the suitability of any Subcontractor and the 
Subcontractor's capability and capacity to deliver that aspect of the Services being 
subcontracted. 

7.3 The Supplier must ensure that: 

a. each Subcontractor is fully aware of the Supplier's obligations under this Contract, 
and  

b. any subcontract it enters into is on terms that are consistent with this Contract. 

7.4 The Supplier continues to be responsible for delivering the Services under this Contract 
even if aspects of the Services are subcontracted. 

8. Insurance  

Where insurance is a requirement 

8.1 It is the Supplier's responsibility to ensure its risks of doing business are adequately 
covered, whether by insurance or otherwise. If required in Schedule 1, the Supplier must 
have the insurance specified in Schedule 1 and the Supplier must: 

a. take out insurance, with a reputable insurer, and maintain that insurance cover for 
the term of this Contract and for a period of 3 years after the End Date, and 

b. within 10 Business Days of a request from the Buyer provide a certificate confirming 
the nature of the insurance cover and proving that each policy is current. 

9. Conflicts of Interest 

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest 

9.1 The Supplier warrants that as at the Start Date, it has no Conflict of Interest in providing 
the Services or entering into this Contract. 

9.2 The Supplier must do its best to avoid situations that may lead to a Conflict of Interest 
arising. 

Obligation to tell the Buyer 

9.3 The Supplier must tell the Buyer immediately, and in writing, if any Conflict of Interest 
arises in relation to the Services or this Contract. If a Conflict of Interest does arise the 
Parties must discuss, agree and record in writing whether it can be managed and, if so, 
how it will be managed. Each Party must pay its own costs in relation to managing a 
Conflict of Interest. 
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10. Resolving disputes 

Steps to resolving disputes 

10.1 The Parties agree to use their best endeavours to resolve any dispute or difference that 
may arise under this Contract. The following process will apply to disputes: 

a. a Party must notify the other if it considers a matter is in dispute 

b. the Contract Managers will attempt to resolve the dispute through direct negotiation 

c. if the Contract Managers have not resolved the dispute within 10 Business Days of 
notification, they will refer it to the Parties' senior managers for resolution, and 

d. if the senior managers have not resolved the dispute within 10 Business Days of it 
being referred to them, the Parties shall refer the dispute to mediation or some other 
form of alternative dispute resolution. 

10.2 If a dispute is referred to mediation, the mediation will be conducted: 

a. by a single mediator agreed by the Parties or if they cannot agree, appointed by the 
Chair of LEADR NZ Inc. 

b. on the terms of the LEADR NZ Inc. standard mediation agreement, and 

c. at a fee to be agreed by the Parties or if they cannot agree, at a fee determined by 
the Chair of LEADR NZ Inc. 

10.3 Each Party will pay its own costs of mediation or alternative dispute resolution under this 
clause 10. 

Obligations during a dispute 

10.4 If there is a dispute, each Party will continue to perform its obligations under this Contract 
as far as practical given the nature of the dispute. 

Taking court action 

10.5 Each Party agrees not to start any court action in relation to a dispute until it has complied 
with the process described in clause 10.1, unless court action is necessary to preserve a 
Party's rights. 

11. Ending this Contract 

Termination by the Supplier 

11.1 The Supplier may terminate this Contract by giving 20 Business Days Notice to the Buyer, 
if the Buyer fails to pay Charges that are properly due, and are not in dispute under 
clause 3.4. The Charges must be overdue by 20 Business Days and the Supplier must 
have first brought this to the Buyer’s attention in writing within this period.  

11.2 At any time during the term of this Contract the Supplier may notify the Buyer that it 
wishes to terminate this Contact by giving 20 Business Days Notice. The Buyer will, within 
20 Business Days following receipt of the Supplier’s Notice, notify the Supplier whether, in 
its absolute discretion, it consents to the Supplier’s Notice of termination. If the Buyer: 

a. consents, the Contract will be terminated on a date that is mutually agreed between 
the Parties, or 

b. does not consent, the Contract will continue in full force as if the Supplier’s Notice of 
termination had not been given. 

11.3 The Supplier may also terminate this Contract under clause 11.9. 
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Termination by the Buyer 

11.4 The Buyer may terminate this Contract at any time by giving 20 Business Days Notice to 
the Supplier. 

11.5 The Buyer may terminate this Contract immediately, by giving Notice, if the Supplier: 

a. becomes bankrupt or insolvent 

b. has an administrator, receiver, liquidator, statutory manager, mortgagee's or 
chargee's agent appointed 

c. becomes subject to any form of external administration 

d. ceases for any reason to continue in business or to deliver the Services 

e. is unable to deliver the Services for a period of 20 Business Days or more due to an 
Extraordinary Event 

f. requires the supply of Services within the period of an Extraordinary Event 

g. is in breach of any of its obligations under this Contract and the breach cannot be 
remedied 

h. repeatedly fails to perform or comply with its obligations under this Contract whether 
those obligations are minor or significant  

i. does something or fails to do something that, in the Buyer's opinion, results in 
damage to the Buyer's reputation or business or the reputation or business of the 
Crown  

j. has a Conflict of Interest that in the Buyer's opinion is so material as to impact 
adversely on the delivery of the Services, the Buyer or the Crown, or 

k. provides information to the Buyer that is misleading or inaccurate in any material 
respect. 

Termination by a Party if a breach has not been remedied 

11.6 If a Party fails to meet the requirements of this Contract (defaulting Party) and the other 
Party (non-defaulting Party) reasonably believes that the failure can be remedied, the 
non-defaulting Party must give a Notice (default Notice) to the defaulting Party.  

11.7 A default Notice must state: 

a. the nature of the failure 

b. what is required to remedy it, and  

c. the time and date by which it must be remedied. 

11.8 The period allowed to remedy the failure must be reasonable given the nature of the 
failure. 

11.9 If the defaulting Party does not remedy the failure as required by the default Notice, the 
non-defaulting Party may terminate this Contract immediately by giving a further Notice. 

11.10 If the Buyer gives a default Notice to the Supplier, the Buyer may also do one or both of 
the following things: 

a. withhold any payment of Fees due until the failure is remedied as required by the 
default Notice, and or 

b. if the failure is not remedied as required by the default Notice, deduct a reasonable 
amount from any Fees due to reflect the reduced value of the Services to the Buyer. 

Supplier's obligations on termination or expiry of this Contract 

11.11 On giving or receiving a Notice of termination, the Supplier must: 

a. stop providing the Services 

b. comply with any conditions contained in the Notice, and 
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c. immediately do everything reasonably possible to reduce its losses, costs and 
expenses arising from the termination of this Contract. 

11.12 On termination or expiry of this Contract, the Supplier must, if requested by the Buyer, 
immediately return or securely destroy all Confidential Information and other material or 
property belonging to the Buyer. 

Consequences of termination or expiry of this Contract 

11.13 The termination or expiry of this Contract does not affect those rights of each Party which: 

a. accrued prior to the time of termination or End Date, or 

b. relate to any breach or failure to perform an obligation under this Contract that arose 
prior to the time of termination or End Date. 

11.14 If this Contract is terminated the Buyer: 

a. will only be liable to pay Charges that were due for Services delivered before the 
effective date of termination, and 

b. may recover from the Supplier or set off against sums due to the Supplier, any 
Charges paid in advance that have not been incurred. 

Handing over the Services on termination or expiry of this Contract 

11.15 The Supplier will, within 10 Business Days of the End Date, provide all reasonable 
assistance and cooperation necessary to facilitate a smooth handover of the Services to 
the Buyer or any person appointed by the Buyer.  

11.16 If the Parties agree, the Supplier will provide additional assistance to support any 
replacement supplier to deliver the Services. This support may be for a period of up to 
3 months from the date of termination and at a reasonable fee to be agreed between the 
Parties, based on the Fees and Expenses stated in this Contract. 

12. Intellectual Property Rights 

Ownership of Intellectual Property Rights 

12.1 Pre-existing Intellectual Property Rights remain the property of their current owner. 

12.2 New Intellectual Property Rights in the Deliverables become the property of the Buyer 
when they are created. 

12.3 The Supplier grants to the Buyer (as The Crown) a perpetual, non-exclusive, worldwide 
and royalty-free licence to use, for any purpose, all Intellectual Property Rights in the 
Deliverables that are not owned by the Buyer. This licence includes the right to use, copy, 
modify and distribute the Deliverables. 

Supplier indemnity 

12.4 The Supplier warrants that it is legally entitled to do the things stated in clause 12.3 with 
the Intellectual Property Rights in the Deliverables. 

12.5 The Supplier warrants that Pre-existing and New Intellectual Property Rights provided by 
the Supplier and incorporated in the Services and Deliverables do not infringe the 
Intellectual Property Rights of any third party.  

12.6 The Supplier indemnifies the Buyer (as The Crown) in respect of any expenses, damage 
or liability incurred by the Buyer or The Crown in connection with any third party claim that 
the delivery of the Services or Deliverables to the Buyer or the Buyer's or The Crown’s 
use of them, infringes a third party's rights. This indemnity is not subject to any limitation 
or cap on liability that may be stated elsewhere in this Contract. 
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13. Confidential Information 

Protection of Confidential Information 

13.1 Each Party confirms that it has adequate security measures to safeguard the other Party's 
Confidential Information from unauthorised access or use by third parties, and that it will 
not use or disclose the other Party's Confidential Information to any person or 
organisation other than: 

a. to the extent that use or disclosure is necessary for the purposes of providing the 
Deliverables or Services or in the case of the Buyer using the Deliverables or 
Services 

b. if the other Party gives prior written approval to the use or disclosure 

c. if the use or disclosure is required by law (including under the Official Information Act 
1982), Ministers or parliamentary convention, or 

d. in relation to disclosure, if the information has already become public, other than 
through a breach of the obligation of confidentiality by one of the Parties. 

Obligation to inform staff 

13.2 Each Party will ensure that its Personnel:  

a. are aware of the confidentiality obligations in this Contract, and  

b. do not use or disclose any of the other Party's Confidential Information except as 
allowed by this Contract. 

14. Notices 

Delivery of Notices 

14.1 All Notices to a Party must be delivered by hand or sent by post, courier, fax or email to 
that Party's address for Notices stated in Schedule 1. 

14.2 Notices must be signed or in the case of email sent by the appropriate manager or person 
having authority to do so.  

Receipt of Notices 

14.3 A Notice will be considered to be received: 

a. if delivered by hand, on the date it is delivered 

b. if sent by post within New Zealand, on the 3rd Business Day after the date it was 
sent 

c. if sent by post internationally, on the 7th Business Day after the date it was sent 

d. if sent by courier, on the date it is delivered 

e. if sent by fax, on the sender receiving a fax machine report that it has been 
successfully sent, or 

f. if sent by email, at the time the email enters the recipient's information system as 
evidenced by a delivery receipt requested by the sender and it is not returned 
undelivered or as an error.  

14.4 A Notice received after 5pm on a Business Day or on a day that is not a Business Day will 
be considered to be received on the next Business Day. 
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15. Extraordinary Events 

No fault if failure due to an Extraordinary Event  

15.1 Neither Party will be liable to the other for any failure to perform its obligations under this 
Contract where the failure is due to an Extraordinary Event. 

Obligations of the affected Party 

15.2 A Party who wishes to claim suspension of its obligations due to an Extraordinary Event 
must notify the other Party as soon as reasonably possible. The Notice must state: 

a. the nature of the circumstances giving rise to the Extraordinary Event 

b. the extent of that Party's inability to perform under this Contract 

c. the likely duration of that non-performance, and 

d. what steps are being taken to minimise the impact of the Extraordinary Event on the 
delivery of Services.  

Alternative arrangements requiring immediate termination 

15.3 If the Buyer, acting reasonably, requires the Services to be supplied during the period 
affected by an Extraordinary Event, then despite clause 15.4, the Buyer may terminate this 
Contract immediately by giving Notice. 

Termination of Contract 

15.4 If a Party is unable to perform any obligations under this Contract for 20 Business Days or 
more due to an Extraordinary Event, the other Party may terminate this Contract 
immediately by giving Notice. 

16. General  

Changes to this Contract 

16.1 Any change to this Contract is called a Variation. A Variation must be agreed by both 
Parties and recorded: 

a. in writing and signed by both Parties, or 

b. through an exchange of emails where the authors have delegated authority to 
approve the Variation. 

This is the entire Contract 

16.2 This Contract, including any Variation, records everything agreed between the Parties 
relating to the Services. It replaces any previous communications, negotiations, 
arrangements or agreements that the Parties had with each other relating to the Services 
before this Contract was signed, whether they were verbal or in writing. 

Waiver 

16.3 If a Party breaches this Contract and the other Party does not immediately enforce its 
rights resulting from the breach that: 

a. does not mean that the Party in breach is released or excused from its obligation to 
perform the obligation at the time or in the future, and 

b. does not prevent the other Party from exercising its rights resulting from the breach 
at a later time.  

New Zealand law, currency and time 

16.4 This Contract will be governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of 
New Zealand. All money is in New Zealand dollars, unless Schedule 1 specifies a 
different currency. Dates and times are New Zealand time. 
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Publication of information about this Contract 

16.5 The Supplier may disclose the existence of this Contract but must obtain the Buyer's prior 
written approval before making reference to the Buyer or this Contract in its publications, 
public statements, promotional material or promotional activities about this Contract. 

16.6 Each Party undertakes not to post on websites or social networking sites and not to 
publicly display objectionable or derogatory comments about the Services, this Contract, 
each other or any of its Personnel and to ensure that its Personnel do not do so. 

Signing the Contract 

16.7 The date of execution is date this Contract is signed. This Contract is properly signed if each 
Party signs the same copy, or separate identical copies, of Page 1. If this Contract is signed 
on two separate dates or separate copies are signed, the date of execution is the later of the 
two dates. Where separate copies are signed the signed copy can be the original document, 
or a faxed or emailed copy. 

No poaching 

16.8 During the term of this Contract and for a period of 6 months after the End Date neither 
Party shall, without the other’s written consent, deliberately solicit for employment or hire 
any person who is or has been employed by the other and involved in the delivery of the 
Services. This does not apply where a person has responded to a legitimate 
advertisement. 

Clauses that remain in force 

16.9 The clauses that by their nature should remain in force on expiry or termination of this 
Contract do so, including clauses 5 (Information management), 8 (Insurance), 10 
(Resolving disputes), 11 (Ending this Contract), 12 (Intellectual Property Rights), 
13 (Confidential Information), 16 (General) and 17 (Definitions). 

Precedence 

16.10 If there is any conflict or difference between the documents forming this Contract (as 
stated on Page 1) then the order of precedence is: 

a. a Variation agreed between the Parties under clause 16.1 

b. Schedule 1 

c. any Attachment to Schedule 1 

d. Schedule 2. 

17. Definitions  

17.1 When used in this Contract the following terms have the meaning beside them: 

Attachment Any supplementary document named in Schedule 1 as an Attachment to this Contract. 

Approved Personnel A person who is engaged by the Supplier to deliver the Services and is named in Schedule 

1. The Supplier must use this person in the delivery of the Services and cannot change them without first 
obtaining the Buyer's written approval. 

Business Day A day when most businesses are open for business in New Zealand. It excludes Saturday, 

Sunday, and public holidays. A Business Day starts at 8.30am and ends at 5pm. 

Buyer The Buyer is the purchaser of the Services. The Buyer is the Crown, also described as the Sovereign Her 

Majesty the Queen in right of New Zealand who acts by and through the government agency named as the Buyer 
on page 1 of this Contract for the purposes of this Contract. 

Charges The total amount payable by the Buyer to the Supplier as stated in Schedule 1. The Supplier’s Charges 

include Fees and any Expenses and Daily Allowances stated in Schedule 1. Charges are payable on successful 
delivery of the Services provided a valid tax invoice has been submitted. 

Confidential Information Information that: 

a. is by its nature confidential 

b. is marked by either Party as 'confidential', 'in confidence', 'restricted' or 'commercial in confidence' 
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c. is provided by either Party or a third party 'in confidence' 

d. either Party knows or ought to know is confidential, or 

e. is of a sensitive nature or commercially sensitive to either Party. 

Conflict of Interest A Conflict of Interest arises if a Party or its Personnel's personal or business interests or 

obligations do or could conflict or be perceived to conflict with its obligations under this Contract. It means that its 
independence, objectivity or impartiality can be called into question. A Conflict of Interest may be: 

a. actual: where the conflict currently exists 

b. potential: where the conflict is about to happen or could happen, or 

c. perceived: where other people may reasonably think that a person is compromised. 

Contract The legal agreement between the Buyer and the Supplier that comprises Page 1 (the front sheet), 

Schedule 1, this Schedule 2 and any other Schedule, and any Variation and Attachment. 

Contract Manager The person named in Schedule 1 as the Contract Manager. Their responsibilities are listed in 

clause 4.1 

Crown (The Crown) The Buyer also described as the Sovereign Her Majesty the Queen in right of New 

Zealand and includes a Minister, a government department and an Office of Parliament, but does not 
include a Crown entity, or a State enterprise named in Schedule 1 of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 
1986. 

Daily Allowance An allowance to cover accommodation, meals and incidentals for the Supplier's Personnel if 

they are required in order to deliver the Services or to travel overnight away from their normal place of business. 
The amount of any Daily Allowance must be agreed to in Schedule 1. A Daily Allowance is similar to a per diem. 

Daily Fee Rate If the Supplier's fee rate is expressed as a Daily Fee Rate this is the fee payable for each day 

spent in the delivery of Services. A day is a minimum of 8 working hours.  

Deliverables A tangible output resulting from the delivery of the Services as stated in Schedule 1. A deliverable 

may be a document, a piece of equipment, goods, information or data stored by any means including all copies 
and extracts of the same. 

End Date The earlier of the date this Contract is due to end as stated in Schedule 1, the date of termination as 

set out in a Notice of termination or any other date agreed between the Parties as the date the Contract is to end. 

Expenses Any actual and reasonable out-of-pocket costs incurred by the Supplier in the delivery of the Services 

and agreed to in Schedule 1. 

Extraordinary Event An event that is beyond the reasonable control of the Party immediately affected by the 

event. An Extraordinary Event does not include any risk or event that the Party claiming could have prevented or 
overcome by taking reasonable care. Examples include: 

a. acts of God, lightning strikes, earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, floods, storms, explosions, 
fires, pandemics and any natural disaster 

b. acts of war (whether declared or not), invasion, actions of foreign enemies, military mobilisation, 
requisition or embargo 

c. acts of public enemies, terrorism, riots, civil commotion, malicious damage, sabotage, rebellion, 
insurrection, revolution or military usurped power or civil war, or 

d. contamination by radioactivity from nuclear substances or germ warfare or any other such hazardous 
properties. 

Fees The amount payable to the Supplier for the time spent in delivery of the Services calculated on the basis 

stated in Schedule 1, excluding any Expenses and Daily Allowances. 

GST The goods and services tax payable in accordance with the New Zealand Goods and Services Tax Act 

1985. 

Hourly Fee Rate If the Supplier's fee rate is expressed as an Hourly Fee Rate this is the Fee payable for each 

hour spent delivering the Services.  

Intellectual Property Rights All Intellectual Property Rights and interests, including copyright, trademarks, 

designs, patents and other proprietary rights, recognised or protected by law. 

Milestone A phase or stage in the delivery of Services resulting in a measurable output. Payment of Fees is 

usually due on the satisfactory delivery of a Milestone. 

New Intellectual Property Rights Intellectual Property Rights developed after the date of this Contract and 

incorporated into the Deliverables. 

Notice A formal or legal communication from one Party to the other that meets the requirements of clause 14. 

Party The Buyer and the Supplier are each a Party to this Contract, and together are the Parties. 

Personnel All individuals engaged by either Party in relation to this Contract or the delivery of Services. 

Examples include: the owner of the business, its directors, employees, Subcontractors, agents, external 
consultants, specialists, technical support and co-opted or seconded staff. It includes Approved Personnel. 
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Pre-existing Intellectual Property Rights Intellectual Property Rights developed before the date of this 

Contract. It does not cover later modifications, adaptations or additions. 

Records All information and data necessary for the management of this Contract and the delivery of Services. 

Records include, but are not limited to, reports, invoices, letters, emails, notes of meetings, photographs and 
other media recordings. Records can be hard copies or soft copies stored electronically. 

Services All work, tasks and Deliverables, including those stated in Schedule 1, that the Supplier must perform 

and deliver under this Contract. 

Schedule An attachment to this Contract with the title 'Schedule'. 

Start Date The date when this Contract starts as stated in Schedule 1.  

Subcontractor A person, business, company or organisation contracted by the Supplier to deliver or perform part 

of the Supplier's obligations under this Contract. 

Supplier The person, business, company or organisation named as the Supplier on page 1. It includes its 

Personnel, successors, and permitted assignees. 

Variation A change to any aspect of this Contract that complies with clause 16.1.  
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From: David Lawson <d_g_law@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 30 July 2012 4:51 PM
To: Joey Au; Steve Keen
Cc: Girol Karacaoglu; Vinayak Nagaraj
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen
Attachments: SignedSteveKeenContract.pdf

Dear Joey, 
 
Please see the signed contract attached. 

Best regards, 
David Lawson 
 
Centre for Economic Stability Incorporated 
Professor Steve Keen's non-profit research initiative 

www.cfesi.org 
 
 

From: Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
To: S.Keen@uws.edu.au 
CC:  Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz; Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz 
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen 
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2012 03:52:48 +0000 

Hi Steve, 
  
Please find the attached contract for your visit to the New Zealand Treasury. 
  
Grateful if you can get back to us as soon as you can so that we can lock in the dates and start planning for your trip 
immediately on our side.   
  
If you have any questions, comments or issues with the contract etc please let me know.   
  
Thanks, 
  
Joey.  
  
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 
  
From: Joey Au [mailto:Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 09:39 AM 
To: Steve Keen  
Cc:  Girol Karacaoglu <Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz>; 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
s9(2)(a)
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Vinayak Nagaraj <Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz>; Clair Rowland <Clair.Rowland@treasury.govt.nz>; Peter 
Mawson <Peter.Mawson@treasury.govt.nz>  
Subject: RE: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
  
Hi Steve, 
  
Thanks for your email.  Given your two options we can only do the August 29-31 days.  Please note that we’re happy 
to and willing to pay for (travel and accommodation) for yourself, David and Russell for your two day visit to 
Treasury. 
  
Once you’ve confirmed that you’re willing to spend Thursday 30th and Friday 31st August engaging with us, I’ll pull 
together a contract for you to sign.  The contract is a necessary paperwork we have to do unfortunately.   
  
Please let me know if there’s anything you want clarified at this early stage. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Joey. 
  
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

 | Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
From: Steve Keen [mailto:S.Keen@uws.edu.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 24 July 2012 10:38 a.m. 
To: Girol Karacaoglu 
Cc: David Lawson; Joey Au; Gabriel Makhlouf; @Macro; Clair Rowland; John Janssen; Mario DiMaio; Jean-Pierre 
Andre; Joanne Hughes; Peter Mawson; Kam Szeto; Tugrul Vehbi; Michael Ryan; Vinayak Nagaraj 
Subject: Re: UPDATE: Correspondence with Professor Steve Keen  
  
No problem Girol, 
  
I'm still getting over Jetlag, having just arrived back in Sydney on Saturday. 
  
I forgot two prior appointments in my last email: my mathematician colleague, Professor Matheus Grasselli from the 
Fields Institute in Toronto, is in Sydney next week to collaborate on my Minsky model, and a colleague from 
Wellington Capital Management is in town on the 22nd-24th. So that narrows down my free Wednesday-Friday 
periods in August to 15-17 and 29-31. I'd prefer the first if that can be arranged. 
  
Cheers, Steve 
 
Professor Steve Keen  
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 

s9(2)(k)
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Introducing Steve Keen’s Work – EDGE Session (Thursday, 2 August)  
 
My interest in Steve Keen’s work is firmly grounded in our (Treasury’s) responsibility 
and obligation (in co-operation with the RBNZ) to monitor and manage economic 
stability, comprising its three (interrelated) dimensions: 
 

• Monetary Stability: achieving and sustaining low inflation effectively and 
efficiently.   

• Financial Stability: ensuring ongoing effective and efficient financial 
intermediation. 

• Macroeconomic Stability: ensuring that the potential growth rate of the economy 
is not compromised, and actual output growth remains close to this potential.  

 
It was always recognised that these three dimensions of stability are closely related.  
However, since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), there has been an intensified 
interest in explicitly modelling these interrelationships, reflecting the growing 
recognition that the dynamics of the interplay between the three dimensions of 
economic stability caused the GFC – and that segregated management of these 
dimensions is potentially very costly. 
 
As Keen points out, the broad approaches to analysing and modelling the relationships 
between the three dimensions of economic stability can be classified into two 
categories: 
 
• Micro-finance literature, which attempts to build macroeconomic models of the 

interplay between “financial frictions” and macroeconomic instability on micro-
foundations (as very recently and very usefully surveyed by M. K. Brunnermeier,   
T. M. Eisenbach, Y. Sannikov, “Macroeconomics with Financial Frictions: A 
Survey,” (NBER Working Paper 18102, May 2012). 
 

• Macro-finance literature, surveyed by Steve Keen in his revised edition of 
Debunking Economics (2011), which approaches macro-modelling “top down” as it 
were (without aggregating up from micro-foundations). 

 
While Keen’s book is very rich in its historical-methodological analysis (including 
highlighting problems with aggregation) and its critique of the micro-foundations of 
macroeconomics literature, which is the intellectual basis for DSGE models, my interest 
in Keen’s work (and the macro work that he surveys) is primarily based on their 
analysis of the causes (endogenous formation) of financial / economic instability, 
essentially based on Hyman Minsky’s description of it (see useful attached summary of 
the Minsky process from Keen’s book).  
 
Keen is as critical of the traditional IS/LM type macroeconomic models (including their 
various more sophisticated variations), as he is of the macroeconomic models based 
on micro-finance foundations. 
 
His criticism of the former centres on: 

• Its insistence on equilibrium analysis. 
• Lack of money (inside money created by banking intermediaries) in these 

models. 
• Trivial treatment of uncertainty. 
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• The critical interplay between finance, complete uncertainty, volatility in 
business investment and the resultant aggregate demand fluctuations as the 
main drivers of economic instability. 
 

In fact, despite Keen’s claims to the contrary, the micro- and macro-literatures on the 
interplay between frictions in “financial intermediation” and macroeconomic instability 
are fast converging (see again the survey by Brunnermeier et al). 
 
Although the Austrians, Minsky, Wynne Godley, Keen et al recognised the distinctive 
role of banks (as creators of inside money – “creation of new money and credit out of 
nothing”) in the build up and propagation of financial and economic instability, and (the 
ones who were still alive) were warning about the impending GFC, the micro-financial 
literature is now fast catching up – as highlighted in the following words from a recent 
paper by Brurremeier and Sannikov (A Macroeconomic Model with a Financial Sector, 
April 2012): 
This paper studies the full equilibrium dynamics of an economy with financial frictions. 
Due to highly non-linear amplification effects, the economy is prone to instability and 
occasionally enters volatile episodes. Risk is endogenous and asset price correlations 
are high in downturns. In an environment of low exogenous risk, experts assume 
higher leverage, making the system more prone to systemic volatility spikes - a 
volatility paradox. Securitization and derivatives contracts lead to better sharing of 
exogenous risk but to higher endogenous systemic risk. Financial experts may impose 
a negative externality on each other and the economy by not maintaining adequate 
capital cushion. 
 
 
(Emerging) common elements are: 

• Embedding a financial intermediation sector into macroeconomic models is 
essential. 

• Banks play a critical role as inside money providers, mirroring their lending. 
• Size of money multiplier is endogenous. 
• Risk is endogenous. 
• Low fundamental risk leads to higher equilibrium leverage. 
• Strong appreciation of the difference (and interrelationships) between 

idiosyncratic risk and system risk. 
• Models can generate endogenous business cycles – and indeed financial 

crises. 
• Strong case in favour of macro-prudential regulation. 

 
(Remaining) differences are: 

• Institutional detail and richness, concentrated on banks as intermediaries and 
as providers of “inside” money. 

• The distinctive role of firms in borrowing money from banks prior to production 
so that aggregate demand growth is underpinned explicitly both by income and 
by “inside money” creation – “aggregate demand in a credit-driven economy is 
... equal to income ... plus the change in debt” – “... just a slowdown in the rate 
of growth of debt can be enough to trigger a recession”.. 

• Different factor market specifications and adjustment mechanisms.  
• Careful modelling of income as well as balance sheet constraints. 
• Focus on dis-equilibrium dynamics vs. equilibrium dynamics. 
• Insistence on (serious / complete) uncertainty, and its impact on aggregate 

demand primarily through variations in business investment, as the main driver 
of economic instability.  
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Given this emerging convergence, for our immediate purposes, I am attracted to the 
macro approach primarily on pragmatic grounds: 

• It suggests some easy ways of monitoring the build up of financial instability – 
the level of debt, the rate of change of change of debt, the rate of acceleration 
of debt (all relative to income). 

• It may be a basis for relatively straightforward modelling. 
• It complements the macro models that we already have “in play”. 
• We have the offer of Steve Keen and team to work with us to help us build such 

a model – the detail is yet to be tested. 
 
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 

1. Feedback on the “macro” models on financial instability. 
2. How useful is mainstream macro such as “old” Keynesian IS-LM or New 

Keynesian DSGE? 
3. How much control do central banks have over the money supply and economic 

stability? 
4. Should we be more concerned with the distribution of debt (per Krugman and 

Eggertsson) or the level of debt (per Keen) – or both? 
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Dear Steve, 
 
We look forward to hosting you at the Treasury on the 30-31st of August 2012. As 
members of the Treasury’s economic modelling team, we will be taking part in the 
technical discussion with you on the 31st of August. The purpose of this particular 
session is to provide us detailed insights about your modelling framework and its 
relevance for policy analysis or forecasting.  
 
As background, we have read your paper “A monetary Minsky model of the Great 
Moderation & the Great Recession”.  To put things into perspective and offer some 
food-for-thought to consider, we have listed some questions below.  
 

• How well does the model do in forecasting or replicating empirical “stylised 
facts”? Have formal tests been employed to assess its empirical performance of 
the Minksy model against other models? It would also be helpful if you could tell 
a story about how well-known crises (e.g., Great Depression, Japan 1990s, 
Asian financial crisis, GFC etc) could be interpreted through the model. 

I am currently working with Dr Matheus Grasselli (Professor of 
Mathematics, McMaster University & Deputy Director of the 
Fields Institute, Toronto) on fitting both the core Goodwin 
model and my Minsky extensions of it to data. 

Contrary to a paper with a simple error in the literature (Harvie 
2000), the Goodwin model fits the empirical record relatively 
well when fitted using nonlinear Phillips and investment 
functions.1 

Similarly, the Minsky model captures the historical record of 
the last 40 years relatively well—the transition from apparent 
stability to breakdown with a rising level of private debt—using 
only a handful of scalar parameters. However fitting the model 
to data more directly is a much more complicated task that 
involves nonlinear parameter estimation. 

On the other hand, since a fitted model is intended to give a 
guide to the likely future behaviour of the economy, the scalar 
parameters in my model would be replaced with a vector of 
coefficients that were updated regularly. The test would then 
be how well the model provided firstly qualitative (direction of 
change) and then quantitative (magnitude of change) 
predictions. That could make the task simpler rather than 
harder. 

The stories of the Great Depression and especially the GFC are 
easily told via the model. Crises like Japan 1990 are more 
complex because they necessarily involve the response of 
government. The 1995 model with government could be 

                                                
1 Harvie fitted a linear Phillips curve stated in percentages, and forgot to convert from 
percentages to decimals when testing the model. We have worked on a joint paper to correct 
this error, but like so many projects I haven’t had time to finish it. 
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modified to fit the reality of government policy better, and this 
could result in a good fit. But it is a non-trivial task to do such 
a fit compared even to DSGE models 

 
• Can the model be applied to New Zealand? Has the model been used in any 

country-specific context? We see the following features of the New Zealand 
economy as being particularly important for assessing macroeconomic 
vulnerability: 

o Small, open economy;  
o Commodity exporter, subject to terms-of-trade shocks; 
o Inflation-targeting monetary policy with floating exchange rate; 
o Net international investment position of around -70% of GDP; 
o Significant level of household debt that is intermediated through banks; 

to offshore lenders (almost entirely denominated in or hedged to NZD). 
  

We would be happy to provide you any feedback/data about New Zealand 
economy that you think might be relevant for this.  

The model hasn’t yet been fitted to a national economy. I 
believe it could be fitted, but it would obviously be easier for a 
large economy than a small open one. However given the 
failure of accepted models to forewarn of the crisis in any way, 
a model that does have a Depression as one of its possible 
states gives it a claim to legitimacy:  

Can “It”—a Great Depression—happen again? And if “It” can happen, why didn’t “It” 
occur in the years since World War II? These are questions that naturally follow from 
both the historical record and the comparative success of the past thirty-five years. To 
answer these questions it is necessary to have an economic theory which makes great 
depressions one of the possible states in which our type of capitalist economy can find 
itself.(Minsky 1982 , p. 5) 
 

• Why has Goodwin’s model been used as a model of the trade cycle? Could 
other, more conventional, business cycle models be augmented with the 
debt/financial sector dynamics that you propose? 

I see the Goodwin model as the best foundation for trade cycle 
modelling for a number of reasons, which are well set out by 
Blatt (Blatt 1983). The basic reasons are that it has an unstable 
equilibrium—which is a plus from a dynamic modelling point of 
view—and is based on a realistic production cycle: capital 
determining output, output determining employment, 
employment determining the rate of change of wages, wages 
determining profits, profits determining investment, 
investment determining capital. 

Many embellishments can be added here to increase the 
realism, but it certainly rates ahead of, for example, a Cobb-
Douglas production function model whose apparent fit to the 
data is the result of a spurious correlation under conditions of 
relatively constant income shares (McCombie 2000; Simon and 
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Ferdinand 1963). I’ll attach a paper that gives more background 
on this. 

Other models could have been used however; I’m open to 
discussion of them when we meet. 

 
• What is the economic theory that motivates the investment equation in the 

model? In particular, we are thinking about expectations formation. 

I largely see expectations formation as Keynes described it in 
Chapter 12 of the General Theory, and the General Theory of 
Employment: 

(1) We assume that the present is a much more serviceable guide to the future than a 
candid examination of past experience would show it to have been hitherto. In other 
words we largely ignore the prospect of future changes about the actual character of 
which we know nothing (Keynes 1937, p. 214) 

I therefore model investment as being driven by extrapolating 
current profit levels in the midst of uncertainty about the 
future. A lot more could be added here to improve realism of 
course. 

 
• Do you envisage an endogenous business cycle framework as being sufficient 

to capture all the relevant dynamics? In particular, we note that the basic 
Minsky model has a “good equilibrium” and a “bad equilibrium”. This begs the 
question of whether an exogenous perturbation or policy regime shift might shift 
the system state from the good to bad equilibrium, or vice versa.  

This is actually an issue that Matheus is exploring right now: 
can the bad equilibrium be made unstable by government 
policy? The preliminary result is yes, but it has to be a big 
enough response 

   
• One equilibrium of the model is total economic collapse (Y=0). What is the 

justification for this?  What would be the typical policy options in the model that 
would help to prevent this outcome? How do we think about the role of 
monetary and fiscal policy in this model? 

If all debts were enforced (so there was no bankruptcy), and 
interest rates weren’t dropped, and the government didn’t 
respond with stimulus, and the Central Bank didn’t provide 
exogenous liquidity during a crisis, then this would be the 
outcome; it could even have been the outcome of the USA’s 
recent crisis. Of course all those things do happen, and so a 
model would need them to be able to not merely pick the point 
of crisis (as my model does in a stylized fact way) but also 
cover the trajectory post the crisis. 
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Though that would be a grand ambition for a model, I think the 
point of a policy model should be to avoid being in that state in 
the first place. So just covering the possibility of such a 
collapse could well be sufficient, since it would provide a guide 
as to what not to do to avoid such an outcome. 

• Could the model be used for short-term forecasting?  We are interested in 
knowing your thoughts on how this model can be transformed to produce 
regular forecasts of key variables such as GDP, unemployment, inflation etc. on 
a finite time horizon (i.e. quarterly).  

I would actually recommend a different approach to numerical 
forecasts which I’ll discuss when we meet: using a “black box” 
technique like neural networks (a PhD student of mine is doing 
precisely that, and I’ll show some of his results in our 
seminars. 

I see the objective for this sort of model as more a qualitative 
level of forecasting: “if we cut spending by 1%, what’s likely to 
happen to GDP—will it rise or fall?”. The model will be entirely 
visual as well as dynamic, so the consequences of an action 
like that could be seen “on screen” by policy makers. 

The objective would be to have the dynamic model match the 
qualitative (if not precisely quantitative) behaviour of the 
“black box”, which itself could be used for relatively accurate 
short term forecasts. 

However as noted earlier, since the model is intended to 
forecast the future a short time ahead, a vector of parameters 
would be developed and therefore it would be like starting with 
a new set of initial conditions each quarter. 

 
• The solution path is highly dependent on the initial values chosen. It would be 

useful if you could give us some feedback on the rationale behind the 
parameterisation of these models, in particular the final model that you consider 
as the benchmark.  

This is a characteristic of nonlinear dynamic models—
sensitive dependence to initial conditions. It means that if you 
were to try to develop numerical forecasts using a very 
extended version of such a model, you would need to be 
updating it regularly with new data to catch the divergence 
between actual and predicted conditions—which is what 
weather forecasters do now with their highly nonlinear models 
for example. 

 
• Can the model be estimated with data? 
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Yes, but I am not an expert here. I would like to bring in some 
people who are, whom we could gather via the Fields Institute 
(http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/11-
12/nonlineareconomics/), with whom I have an excellent working 
relationship.  

 
 
Some emphasis on these issues will certainly help us to build a better judgment on the 
possibility of using this framework for policy analysis and forecasting at the Treasury.  
 
 
 
 
 
Blatt, John M. (1983), Dynamic economic systems: a post-Keynesian approach 
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Steve Keen’s Programme – Visit to the New Zealand Treasury  
 

The Treasury, No 1 The Terrace, Wellington, New Zealand 
Thursday 30 August and Friday 31 August 2012 

 
 

Key Contact Person: Joey Au, Advisor to the Chief Economist, The Treasury,  
Tel:  | Email: Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz | Mobile:

 
 

Desk/room location - The Treasury - Level 11 – ‘Breakout’ Room 11.4. 
 
 

DAY 1 – THURSDAY 29 August 2012 

When What Where and Contact person 

9:30 – 10am 

Coffee with Treasury’s Chief Economist 
(Girol Karacaoglu) 

 
Where: Please come to  
The Treasury  
Level 5 reception (ask for Joey Au) 
1 The Terrace, 
Wellington 
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
Phone:
Mobile:
 

10 – 10:15am 
Introduction to Treasury staff, desk and 
presentation room  
 
 

 
Where: Please come to The Treasury – 
Level 5 and ask for Joey Au - 022 691 
0161 
 

10:15 – 11am BREAK 

s9(2)(a)
9(2)(k)

9(2)(k) s9(2)(a)
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DAY 1 – THURSDAY 29 August 2012 

When What Where and Contact person 

11am-1pm 

Presentation by Steve Keen: Lessons 
learned from the global financial crisis 
 
• what went wrong? 
• why were regulators blindsided by the crisis?  
• how to improve our frameworks to better 

avoid or better respond to financial crises in 
the future? And 

• views on the current state of macroeconomics 
 
 

 
 
 
Where:  
 
Level 5 Treasury Conference Room  
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

 
 
 

1:00 – 2:00pm 

Lunch with Treasury and Reserve Bank 
of NZ staff: 
 

• Girol Karacaoglu (Chief Economist and 
Deputy Secretary of Macroeconomics, 
International and Economic Research) 

• Joey Au – Advisor to the Chief Economist 
• Vinny Nagaraj – Senior Analyst – Financial 

Markets 
• Other Treasury staff - TBC 
• Two people from the RBNZ - TBC 

 

 
 
 
Where:  
 
Level 5 Treasury Board Room (catering) 
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

 
 

2:00 - 2:30pm BREAK 

 
2:30 – 4:00pm Presentation by Steve Keen: Focussing 

on the New Zealand Context: 
 

• Given that New Zealand did not face the 
same kind of issues from the GFC, how 
would your ideas help New Zealand face 
its economic challenges? 

 

 
Where:  
 
Level 14 Treasury Wharenui Room  
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

 

4:00 – 6:30pm BREAK 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)
s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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DAY 1 – THURSDAY 29 August 2012 

When What Where and Contact person 
 
6:30 – 8:00pm Dinner with Treasury and Reserve Bank 

Staff 
 

• Gabriel Makhlouf (Chief Executive / 
Secretary to the Treasury) 

• Girol Karacaoglu (Chief Economist) 
• Joey Au – Advisor to the Chief Economist 
• Vinny Nagaraj – Senior Analyst – Financial 

Markets 
• Tugrul Vehbi – Senior Analyst – Economic 

and Fiscal Modelling 
• Two people from the RBNZ - TBC 

 

 
Where: MariLuca Ristoro 
 
Location - http://www.mariluca.co.nz/ 
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

 

 
 

DAY 2 – FRIDAY 30 August 2012 

When What Where and Contact person 

9:00am-noon 

Technical session/discussion:  
 
Academic style seminar describing your 
mathematical framework and earlier 
work on quantifying Minsky’s work. 
 

Preliminary thoughts 
on Steve Keen_s mod

 
 
Where:  
 
Level 5 Treasury Room 5.8  
 
Contact person: Vinny Nagaraj 
 
Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz 

 
 
 

Noon – 1 pm BREAK 

1:00 – 2:30pm 

Lunch with Treasury and Reserve 
Bank of NZ staff: 
 

• Girol Karacaoglu (Chief Economist) 
• Joey Au – Advisor to the Chief 

Economist 
• Vinny Nagaraj – Senior Analyst – 

Financial Markets 
• Tugrul Vehbi – Senior Analyst - 

Economic & Fiscal Modelling 
• Other Treasury staff - TBC 
• Two people from the RBNZ - TBC 

 

 
 
 
Where:  
 
Level 5 Treasury Board Room (catering) 
 
Contact person: 
 
Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 

 
 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)
s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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DAY 2 – FRIDAY 30 August 2012 

When What Where and Contact person 

2:30 – 3pm BREAK 

3:00 – 5pm 

Technical session/discussion:  
 
Academic style seminar presenting your 
proposal you want Treasury to consider 
being an industry partner on (including 
possible financial assistance and/or 
technical collaboration).  
 
In addition to a technical discussion on 
the work that you are interested in 
developing with Russell Standish, we 
would be interested in better 
understanding how such a model would 
be useful for Treasury’s modelling and 
forecasting work. 
 

 
Where:  
 
Level 5 Treasury Room 5.8  
 
Contact person: Vinny Nagaraj 
 
Vinayak.Nagaraj@treasury.govt.nz 

 

 

s9(2)(k)
s9(2)(a)
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Professor Steve Keen Draft NZ Treasury Minsky Proposal September 3rd 2012 

  Page 1  
  

A dynamic monetary macroeconomic model and neural network 
forecasting of the NZ Economy, and a platform for monetary 
macroeconomics 
The project will develop new models and forecasting tools for the Treasury and Reserve Bank to 
complement their current suite of models. The motivation for extending the range of models is that the 
existing class of models used by Treasuries and Reserve Banks around the world, though well developed 
and carefully fitted to economic data, did not anticipate the global economic crisis that began in 2007. 
On the other hand, the Post Keynesian dynamic monetary model that this project will extend, though at 
a very early stage of development and not calibrated to data, did anticipate the crisis (see Figure 1). 
There is thus a strong pragmatic reason for adding a fully developed and calibrated extension of this 
model to better inform Treasury and Reserve Bank policy advice. Completely model-free “black box” 
forecasting tools should also be employed at this time when all economic models are open to question. 

Figure 1: Debt-induced crisis prediction from uncalibrated Keen-Minsky model 

 

The project would deliver: 

• A model of the New Zealand economy based on Post Keynesian non-equilibrium monetary 
macroeconomic theory, to be developed in Mathematica; 

• A neural network forecasting model; and 
• Minsky, an Open Source program for dynamic monetary macroeconomic modeling. The 

program has already been developed to a basic level under an INET grant (see Figure 2). This 
project would substantially expand its capabilities. 

The New Zealand model would first be designed in Mathematica, since that program’s capabilities to 
solve systems of differential equations and fit parameters (contrained and unconstrained) based on real 
data input enable rapid development of the underlying mathematical logic. The model will include the 
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Professor Steve Keen Draft NZ Treasury Minsky Proposal September 3rd 2012 

  Page 2  
  

banking sector and monetary flows in the economy in an intrinsic manner, and will generate cyclical 
rather than equilibrium forecasts. 

The parallel development of Minsky would result in an integrated development and simulation 
environment with a GUI interface that would make the logic of the model readily accessible to non-
economists. 

Figure 2: Simple "Loanable Funds" model in the current beta version of the Minsky program 

 

As with all software projects, the degree of sophistication of the end product will reflect the amount of 
coding done to produce it—thus Notepad and Microsoft Word are both word processors, but the latter 
has far more power than the former. The project could deliver functional but “bare bones” products 
over a 1 year period with the low budget, and much more complete products in the same time frame 
with the higher budgets. The 3 year commitment of the high budget would enable the New Zealand 
economy to be implemented at the full level of detail envisioned for the Minsky program—multiple 
production sectors with input-output dynamics, multiple banks, international trade and financial flows, 
along with a comprehensive data input, display and data-fitting system. 

The components of the project will be developed by myself, my collaborators Dr. Mike Honeychurch 
(Mathematica), and Dr. Russell Standish (Minsky programming in C++), and my PhD student Soner 
Teknikeller (Neural Network development), in conjunction with designated staff from the Treasury and 
Reserve Bank. All 3 have substantial experience in working with me and developing my monetary 
approach to macroeconomics. Dr Standish has been the exclusive developer of Minsky to date, Dr 
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Professor Steve Keen Draft NZ Treasury Minsky Proposal September 3rd 2012 

  Page 3  
  

Honeychurch has already developed a generalized dynamic multi-sectoral simulation Minsky model in a 
research project for the CSIRO and UNEP, and Mr Teknikeller has taught into my subject Behavioural 
Finance and works very closely with me in developing Neural Network models for his PhD. I also have a 
final year undergraduate C++ programmer, Mr Nathan Moses, working on a web implementation for 
Minsky as part of his final year program. He would be an ideal assistant programmer to Dr Standish. 

The level of funding and time commitment will determine the speed at which the project can be 
developed, and the degree of sophistication of the finished product. Because Drs Standish and 
Honeychurch are independent contractors, unless a substantial time commitment is made to the 
project—of the order of 3 years—they will have to limit their involvement to no more than 3 days per 
week (so as to maintain their consulting businesses) and charge daily consulting rates rather than 
drawing annual salaries. 

Table 1: Proposed budgets 

Item/Person Role Rate per Low Medium High
  Day Year Total p.a.
Honeychurch Mathematica NZ model
Standish Construct Minsky in C++
Moses Assistant C++ programmer
TBD Assistant C++ programmer
Teknikeller Neural Network Model
TBD Fuzzy Logic Model 
Keen Model construction
PhD Student Model construction scholarship
Travel Person trips to Wellington p.a.
Accommodation 3 nights’ per trip 
Total p.a.  
Grand Total 3 years for High budget
 

s9(2)(b)(ii), s9(2)(i) and 9(2)(j)
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From: Joey Au
Sent: Tuesday, 4 September 2012 4:12 PM
To: @2012 Grads; @Analysts; @Senior Analysts; @Principal Advisors and Directors; 

@Team Leaders who manage staff members
Cc: Girol Karacaoglu
Subject: Steve Keen's lecture slides and notes - his visit to Treasury

Hi everyone, 
 
As requested, please find the following presentations and papers by Steve Keen below. 
 
Presentations 

• Keen2012NZTreasury01 - Lessons from the Crisis for Macroeconomics (Treasury:2438095v1) Add to worklist
• Keen2012NZTreasury02 - Dynamic modelling in economics (Treasury:2438096v1) Add to worklist  

Papers 
• KeenGrasselli2012EuropeanDisunionAndEndogenousMoneyFinal (Treasury:2438099v1) Add to worklist   
• SurveyPostKeynesianMacroeconomics (Treasury:2438098v1) Add to worklist   

 
Steve Keen has a YouTube page - http://www.youtube.com/user/ProfSteveKeen 
 
The first two lectures of Steve’s course on Behavioural Finance focussing on Economic and Market behaviour, I 
thought was fascinating – well worth a watch. 
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0A21A329D01D0CFE&feature=plcp 
 
Cheers, 
 
Joey. 
 
Joey Au | Advisor to the Chief Economist | The Treasury 

| Joey.Au@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 

s9(2)(k)
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Lessons from the Crisis for Macroeconomics

Steve Keen
University of Western Sydney
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Development of macroeconomics driven by circumstance

– Great Depression ended “Say’s Law” complacency

• “Say’s law, that the aggregate demand price of output as a 
whole is equal to its aggregate supply price for all volumes of 
output, is equivalent to the proposition that there is no obstacle 
to full employment.

• If, however, this is not the true law relating the aggregate 
demand and supply functions, there is a vitally important 
chapter of economic theory which remains to be written and 
without which all discussions concerning the volume of 
aggregate employment are futile.” (Keynes 1936: 26)

• And desire for intellectual consistency

– “Nobody was satisfied with IS-LM as the end of macroeconomic 
theorizing. The idea was we were going to tie it together with 
microeconomics and that was the job of our generation. Or to 
continue doing that. That wasn’t an anti-Keynesian view…” (Lucas 
2004: 20)
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Development of macroeconomics over time

– IS-LM analysis (Hicks 1937): Combining Walras & Keynes

– Large-scale macroeconomic models (Klein 1950)

– Microeconomically-founded macroeconomics

• Consistency of macro and microeconomics

• Rational Expectations

• Real Business Cycle models

• Lucas Critique

– Eventual outcome: DSGE “New Keynesian” models

• Rational expectations foundation

• Economy as single optimising agent

– In practice multiple (i.e., 4) agents in policy models

• With imperfect competition, frictions

– Apparent combination of intellectually consistent foundations with 
necessary concessions to empirical realism…
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Oliver Blanchard, founding editor, AER: Macro

• “there has been enormous progress and substantial convergence…

• Facts have a way of eventually forcing irrelevant theory out, and good 
theory also has a way of eventually forcing bad theory out.

• The new tools developed by the New-Classicals came to dominate.

• The facts emphasized by the New-Keynesians forced imperfections 
back in the benchmark model. A largely common vision has emerged…

• The state of macro is good…” (Blanchard 2008, 2009)

– “Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium” model is…

• “simple, analytically convenient, and has largely replaced the IS-
LM model as the basic model of fluctuations in graduate 
courses...

• Similar to the IS-LM model, it reduces a complex reality to a few 
simple equations.

• Unlike the IS-LM model, it is formally, rather than informally, 
derived from optimization by firms and consumers.”
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Then empirical failure in 2007-08

• The OECD in June 2007 (based on its DSGE macroeconomic model):

• “In its Economic Outlook last Autumn, the OECD took the view that the 
US slowdown was not heralding a period of worldwide economic 
weakness, unlike, for instance, in 2001.

• Rather, a “smooth” rebalancing was to be expected, with Europe 
taking over the baton from the United States in driving OECD growth.

• Recent developments have broadly confirmed this prognosis. Indeed, 
the current economic situation is in many ways better than what we 
have experienced in years.

• Against that background, we have stuck to the rebalancing scenario.

• Our central forecast remains indeed quite benign: a soft landing in the 
United States, a strong and sustained recovery in Europe, a solid 
trajectory in Japan and buoyant activity in China and India.

• In line with recent trends, sustained growth in OECD economies would 
be underpinned by strong job creation and falling unemployment.”
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Arguably the worst forecast in the history of economics

– Not alone: no DSGE model warned of the crisis
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Why did they fail?

– Some blame circumstances alone—models therefore not at fault:

• “These models were designed to describe aggregate economic 
fluctuations during normal times when markets can bring borrowers 
and lenders together in orderly ways, not during financial crises and 
market breakdowns.” (Sargent in Rolnick 2010)

• “Are … standard macroeconomic models … significantly flawed? I 
think the answer is a qualified no…

• Most of the time, including during recessions, serious financial 
instability is not an issue. The standard models were designed for these 
non-crisis periods, and they have proven quite useful in that context.” 
(Bernanke 2010)

• “It is important to start by stating the obvious, namely, that the baby 
should not be thrown out with the bathwater.” (Blanchard, Dell'Ariccia
and Mauro 2010)
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Others “exogenous shocks” that models can’t anticipate:

• “the Great Recession began in late 2007 and early 2008 with a series of 
adverse preference and technology shocks in roughly the same mix and 
of roughly the same magnitude as those that hit the United States at 
the onset of the previous two recessions…

• The string of adverse preference and technology shocks continued, 
however, throughout 2008 and into 2009. Moreover, these shocks 
grew larger in magnitude, adding substantially not just to the length 
but also to the severity of the great recession…” (Ireland 2011; see also 
McKibbin and Stoeckel 2009)

• Neither academic response helps policy economists!

• My perspective

– DSGE (and IS-LM/AS-AD predecessors) not well-founded in theory or 
empirical reality

– Realist economic modelling needed instead

– No economic model has a monopoly on accurate forecasting

• Time for a range of models in economics
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• Origin of DSGE models: the “Lucas Critique”

– “The thesis of this essay is that … the "theory of economic policy" 
… is in need of major revision.

– More particularly, I shall argue that the features which lead to 
success in short-term forecasting are unrelated to quantitative 
policy evaluation,

– that the major econometric models are (well) designed to perform 
the former task only, and

– that simulations using these models can, in principle, provide no 
useful information as to the actual consequences of alternative 
economic policies.” (Lucas 1976, pp. 19-20)

• Outcome of Lucas Critique

– Replacement of large scale IS-LM/AS-AD-based models with 
microfounded RBC models with Rational Expectations
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• New approach championed because grounded in economic theory, 
versus “ad hoc” IS-LM/AS-AD models

• “[There are] two possible justifications for putting microfoundations
underneath macroeconomic models.

• The first is aesthetic and pre-empirical: models with micro foundations 
are by construction coherent and explicit.

• And because they contain descriptions of agents' purposes, they allow 
us to analyze policy interventions using standard methods of welfare 
economics.

• Lucas (1987) gives a distinct second reason: a model with micro 
foundations broadens the sources of empirical evidence that can be 
used to assign numerical values to the model's parameters…

• We don't think that the clock will soon be turned back to a time when 
macroeconomics was done without micro foundations.” (Ljungqvist
and Sargent 2004, pp. xxvi-xxvii)
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Macroeconomics: good intentions & bad outcomes

• However DSGE modelling not universally supported by mainstream 
economists

• E.g., critiques by Robert Solow:

– “the main argument for this modeling strategy has been a more 
aesthetic one:

– its virtue is said to be that it is compatible with general equilibrium 
theory, and thus it is superior to ad hoc descriptive models that are 
not related to ‘deep’ structural parameters.

– The preferred nickname for this class of models is ‘DSGE’ (dynamic 
stochastic general equilibrium).

– I think that this argument is fundamentally misconceived…

– The cover story about ‘microfoundations’ can in no way justify 
recourse to the narrow representative-agent construct... (Solow 
2007, p. 8)

• Solow cites lack of realism as one reason models would fail…
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Solow’s critique of DSGE Modelling

• “The original impulse to look for better or more explicit micro 
foundations was probably reasonable…

• What emerged was not a good idea.

• The preferred model has  a  single  representative  consumer  
optimizing  over  infinite  time  with  perfect foresight or rational 
expectations, in an environment that realizes the resulting plans more 
or less flawlessly through perfectly competitive forward-looking 
markets for goods and labor, and perfectly flexible prices and wages.

• How could anyone expect a sensible short-to-medium-run 
macroeconomics to come out of that set-up?

• My impression is that this approach (which seems now to be the 
mainstream, and certainly dominates the journals, if not the workaday 
world of macroeconomics) has had no empirical success; but that is not 
the point here.
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Solow’s critique of DSGE Modelling

• I start from the presumption that we want macroeconomics to account 
for the occasional aggregative pathologies  that  beset  modern  capitalist  
economies,  like  recessions, intervals of stagnation, inflation, 
"stagflation," not to mention negative pathologies like unusually good 
times.

• A model that rules out pathologies by definition is unlikely to help. (Solow 
2003, p. 1)

• But unreality of model not the sole issue

• Fundamental problem is that microfoundations for macro are not sound

– “Suppose you wanted to defend the use of the Ramsey model as 
the basis for a descriptive macroeconomics. What could you say?

– No doubt I lack enthusiasm for this exercise, but here is what I can 
think of.

– (I take it for granted that "realism" is not an eligible defense.) 

– You could claim that it is not possible to do better at this level of 
abstraction,…
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Solow’s critique of DSGE Modelling

• “that there is no other tractable way to meet the claims of economic 
theory.

• I think this claim is a delusion. 

• We know from the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorems that the 
only universal empirical aggregative implications of general equilibrium 
theory are that excess demand functions should be continuous and 
homogeneous of degree zero in prices, and should satisfy Walras' Law.

• Anyone is free to impose further restrictions on a macro model, but 
they have to be justified for their own sweet sake, not as being required 
by the principles of economic theory.” (Solow 2008, p. 244)

• Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorems?

• “we prove that every polynomial … is an excess demand function 
for a specified commodity in some n commodity economy…

• every continuous real-valued function is approximately an excess 
demand function.” (Sonnenschein 1972 , pp. 549-550)
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Strong-Reductionism vs Emergent Properties

• Fundamental result of Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorems:

– The market demand curve does not obey the “Law” of Demand

– Aggregate demand of utility-maximizing individuals with Hicksian-
compensated demand curves that obey the Law of Demand

– Resulting market demand curve does not obey “Law of Demand”

• Market demand curves can have any (polynomial) shape at all

• So a “Law” of economics derived from methodological individualism 
does not survive aggregation.

• Common phenomenon in nature: “emergent properties”

– Properties of system of interacting entities transcend properties of 
isolated entities themselves

– Led to “Complexity Revolution” in physical sciences about 4 
decades ago…
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The Fallacy of Strong-Reductionism

• Physics Nobel Laureate Philip Anderson in “More is Different” (1972)

• “The behavior of large and complex aggregates of elementary 
particles, it turns out, is not to be understood in terms of a simple 
extrapolation of the properties of a few particles.

• Instead, at each level of complexity entirely new properties appear, and 
the understanding of the new behaviors requires research which I think 
is as fundamental in its nature as any other.”

• Accepted there was a ranking of sciences:

– “one may array the sciences roughly linearly in a hierarchy, 
according to the idea: ‘The elementary entities of science X obey the 
laws of science Y’.

– But this hierarchy does not imply that science X is “just applied Y”.

– At each stage entirely new laws, concepts, and generalizations are 
necessary, requiring inspiration and creativity to just as great a 
degree as in the previous one.

– Psychology is not applied biology, nor is biology applied chemistry.” 
(Anderson 1972 , p. 393)
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The Fallacy of Strong-Reductionism

• Even if one could reduce macro to micro interactions, it is not simple to 
build from micro to macro:

– “The main fallacy in this kind of thinking is that the reductionist 
hypothesis does not by any means imply a “constructionist” one:

– The ability to reduce everything to simple fundamental laws does 
not imply the ability to start from those laws and reconstruct the 
universe.

– In fact, the more the elementary particle physicists tell us about the 
nature of the fundamental laws the less relevance they seem to 
have to the very real problems of the rest of science, much less to 
those of society.”

• So macroeconomics does not have to be microeconomics

• Alternative models not invalid simply because lack microfoundations

• Some now argue for revival of traditional IS-LM analysis (Krugman)…
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Back to IS-LM?

• “Most spectacularly, IS-LM turns out to be very useful for thinking 
about extreme conditions like the present, in which private demand has 
fallen so far that the economy remains depressed even at a zero 
interest rate. In that case the picture looks like this: 

• Why is the LM curve flat at zero? Because 
if the interest rate fell below zero, people 
would just hold cash instead of bonds. At 
the margin, then, money is just being held 
as a store of value, and changes in the 
money supply have no effect. This is, of 
course, the liquidity trap.

• And IS-LM makes some predictions about 
what happens in the liquidity trap. Budget 
deficits shift IS to the right; in the liquidity 
trap that has no effect on the interest 
rate. Increases in the money supply do 
nothing at all.” (Krugman 2011)
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Back to IS-LM?

• Is IS-LM the future?

– No—because it assumes equilibrium

– “If one is to make sense of the IS-LM model, while paying proper 
attention to time, one must, I think, insist on two things:

– (1) that the period in question is a relatively long period, a "year" 
rather than a "week"; and

– (2) that, because the behavior of the economy over that "year" is to 
be determined by propensities, and suchlike data, it must be 
assumed to be, in an appropriate sense, in equilibrium.”

– Applying these notions to the IS-LM construction, it is only the point 
of intersection of the curves which makes any claim to representing 
what actually happened.

– Other points on either of the curves … make no claim to represent, 
what actually happened.

– That can only be possible if expectations—with respect to demands 
that accrue within the "long" period—are right.”
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Back to IS-LM?

– “Equilibrium over time thus implies consistency between 
expectations and realisations within the period.

– That is the formal concept of full equilibrium over time; I do not see 
how it is to be avoided.

– But for the purpose of generating an LM curve, which is to 
represent liquidity preference, it will not do without amendment.

– For there is no sense in liquidity, unless expectations are uncertain.

• “That, surely, is quite hard to take. We know that in 1975 the system 
was not in equilibrium. There were plans which failed to be carried 
through as intended; there were surprises.

• We have to suppose that… It is sufficient to treat the economy, as it 
actually was in the year in question, as if it were in equilibrium.

• Or … to regard the departures from equilibrium, which we admit to 
have existed, as being random.
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Back to IS-LM?

• There are plenty of instances in applied economics, not only in the 
application of IS-LM analysis, where we are accustomed to permitting 
ourselves this way out.

• But it is dangerous. Though there may well have been some periods of 
history, some "years," for which it is quite acceptable, it is just at the 
turning points, at the most interesting "years," where it is hardest to 
accept it.”

– Who? John Hicks (1981), arguing for rejection of IS-LM

– “‘Mr. Keynes and the Classics’” was actually the fourth of the 
relevant papers which I wrote during those years…

– “Wages and Interest: the Dynamic Problem”, was a first sketch of 
what was to become the “dynamic” model of Value and Capital 
(1939).

– It is important here, because it shows (I think quite conclusively) that 
that model was already in my mind before I wrote even the first of my 
papers on Keynes…”
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Back to IS-LM?

• “the idea of the IS-LM diagram came to me as a result of the work I had 
been doing on three-way exchange, conceived in a Walrasian manner…

• One did not have to bother about the market for "loanable funds," 
since it appeared, on the Walras analogy, that if these two "markets“ 
were in equilibrium, the third must be also. So I concluded that the 
intersection of IS and LM determined the equilibrium of the system as a 
whole…” (Hicks 1981: 141-143)

• Hicks now rejects IS-LM because of assumption of equilibrium:

• I accordingly conclude that the only way in which IS-LM analysis usefully 
survives – as anything more than a classroom gadget, to be superseded, 
later on, by something better – is in application to a particular kind of 
causal analysis, where the use of equilibrium methods, even a drastic use 
of equilibrium methods, is not inappropriate . . .

• When one turns to questions of policy, looking towards the future 
instead of the past, the use of equilibrium methods is still more 
suspect…” (Hicks 1981: 152-153)
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Back to IS-LM?

• IS-LM can’t handle disequilibrium

– An example: Krugman’s “liquidity trap”

– Derives IS curve from Loanable Fundsr

S,I
I(Y1)

S(Y1)

I(Y2)

S(Y2)

• Then argues current crisis 
is because of “Liquidity 
Trap” due to “Zero Lower 
Bound” on interest rates

• i.e., there is disequilibrium in Loanable Funds because interest rate can’t 
be below zero
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Back to IS-LM?

• But IF we’re at ZLB and Loanable Funds is in disequilibrium THEN we 
can’t be on the IS curve—which describes points of EQUILIBRIUM in 
Loanable Funds

• So this is wrong:
• Since IS curve is below ZLB, and interest rates are 

zero, we must be above IS curve—but where?
r

GDP

r=0

IS

LM

Here, perhaps?

• No, because if IS is in disequilibrium then so is LM by Walras’ Law!

• “Liquidity Trap” can’t be represented on diagram because it is a 
disequilibrium phenomenon…
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Back to IS-LM?

• Since IS-LM is a Walrasian model, out of equilibrium all markets ignored 
by Walras’ Law 

– “One did not have to bother about the market for “loanable funds”, 
since it appeared, on the Walras analogy, that if these two 
“markets” were in equilibrium, the third must be also…

– In strictness, we now need four markets, since labor and goods will 
have to be distinguished…” (Hicks 1981, P. 142)

• So to handle periods like now, disequilibrium modelling essential

• Same point made by Fisher during Great Depression

– Disequilibrium analysis essential to economics

• “We may tentatively assume that, ordinarily and within wide 
limits, all, or almost all, economic variables tend, in a general 
way, toward a stable equilibrium…

• But the exact equilibrium thus sought is seldom reached and 
never long maintained. New disturbances are, humanly peaking, 
sure to occur, so that, in actual fact, any variable is almost always 
above or below the ideal equilibrium.”
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What to do?

• Economics now at
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Neglected scholars

• Major insights from Neoclassical neglected (and misinterpreted!) 
scholars

– Marx (without the Labor Theory of Value)

• Grundrisse

• My Masters Thesis

– Schumpeter (evolution, instability and creativity)

• Theory of Economic Development

– Keynes (post General Theory + Treatise on Probability)

• General Theory of Employment (paper in 1937)

– Fisher (debt-deflation theory)

• Debt-Deflation Theory of Great Depressions

– Minsky

• John Maynard Keynes & Can “It” Happen Again?

• NOT Stabilising an Unstable Economy

– Goodwin, Blatt

• Complex dynamics
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Disequilibrium…

• “Theoretically there may be—in fact, at most times there must be—
over or under-production, over- or under-consumption, over- or 
underspending, over- or under-saving, over- or under-investment, and 
over or under everything else.

• It is as absurd to assume that, for any long period of time, the variables 
in the economic organization, or any part of them, will "stay put," in 
perfect equilibrium, as to assume that the Atlantic Ocean can ever be 
without a wave.” (Fisher 1933, p. 339)

• Therefore economics must be a study of disequilibrium states—of 
dynamics

• Introduces complexity—complex behaviour from nonlinear systems

– Far from equilibrium dynamics

• Not “traverse” from one equilibrium to another but permanent 
disequilibrium

• Sensitive dependence on initial conditions

– Example: Lorenz turbulent flow model
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Disequilibrium…

• Simple system of three equations with three parameters:

 

 

   

    

    

0

0

0

dx
a y x

dt
dy

b z x y
dt
dz

x y c z
dt

• Generates complex cycles…

• Commonplace phenomenon in dynamic systems

– Meteorology best example

– Dynamics not “movement from one equilibrium to another” but 
permanent “far-from-equilibrium” movement
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Money

• “Veil over barter” based on “money illusion”

• Friedman on unimportance of nominal money & prices

– “IT IS A COMMONPLACE of monetary theory that nothing is so 
unimportant as the quantity of money expressed in terms of the 
nominal monetary unit—dollars, or pounds, or pesos.

– Let the unit of account be changed from dollars to cents; that will 
multiply the quantity of money by 100, but have no other effect.

– Similarly, let the number of dollars in existence be multiplied by 100; 
that, too, will have no other essential effect,…”

• But with an essential caveat

– provided that all other nominal magnitudes (prices of goods and 
services, and quantities of other assets and liabilities that are 
expressed in nominal terms) are also multiplied by 100.” (Friedman 
1969, p. 1; emphases added)

• Since debts not multiplied because of commodity inflation, nominal 
money does matter.
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Social Classes

• Kirman’s reaction to SMD conditions:

– “If we are to progress further we may well be forced to theories in 
terms of groups who have collectively coherent behavior.

– Thus demand and expenditure functions if they are to be set against 
reality must be defined at some reasonably high level of 
aggregation. 

– The idea that we should start at the level of the isolated individual is 
one which we may well have to abandon.” (Kirman 1989 , p. 138)

• Restores role of social classes as in Classical Economics

• To some extent done in applied DSGE (like NZ Reserve Bank model)

– Multiple sectors certainly better than single agent model

– But sectors not sole basis of different social behaviour

– Differing income sources (wages, profits, interest) more important
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Minsky as Integrator

• Minsky was

– Son of American communists

• Early but critical exposure to Marx

• Never mentioned in references because of McCarthy hysteria

– PhD student of Schumpeter

• Evolutionary foundation, fundamentally cyclical nature of 
capitalism, intrinsic role of banking, endogenous money

– Conventional initial Hicksian interpretation of Keynes

• “If we make the Keynesian assumption that consumption 
demand is independent of interest rates, but assume that 
investment demand … depends upon interest rates” (Minsky
1957 [1982 p. 260])

– Then discovery of 1937 papers

• Describes “‘Mr Keynes & the “Classics’” (J. R. Hicks, 1937) as “an 
article which … misses Keynes’ point completely” (Hyman P. 
Minsky, 1969, p. 225).
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A Primer on Minsky

• In general rejection of Neoclassical model:

– “The abstract model of the neoclassical synthesis cannot generate 
instability.

– When the neoclassical synthesis is constructed,

• capital assets,

• financing arrangements that center around banks and money 
creation,

• constraints imposed by liabilities, and

• the problems associated with knowledge about uncertain 
futures

– are all assumed away.

– For economists and policy-makers to do better we have to abandon 
the neoclassical synthesis.” (Minsky 1982 , p. 5)
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A Primer on Minsky

• In particular (from Fisher & Schumpeter as well as Minsky):

– Disequilibrium

• “Theoretically there must be over or under everything…

• It is as absurd to assume that the variables in the economic 
organization, or any part of them, will "stay put," in perfect 
equilibrium, as to assume that the Atlantic Ocean can ever be 
without a wave.” (Fisher 1933, p. 339)

• “Stable growth is inconsistent with an economy in which debt-financed 
ownership of capital assets exists. It follows that …

• the fundamental instability of a capitalist economy is upward.

• The tendency to transform doing well into a speculative investment 
boom is the basic instability in a capitalist economy.” (Minsky 1982)
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A Primer on Minsky

• Endogenous money and banks (Schumpeter 1934, p. 73)

• Banks matter because they create spending power “out of nothing”

• Finances investment (good)…Schumpeter:

– “the conventional answer is not obviously absurd,

– yet there is another method of obtaining money…

– the creation of purchasing power by banks…

– It is not transforming purchasing power which already exists

– but the creation of new purchasing power out of nothing.”

• Confirmed by Fama-French empirical work:

– “These correlations confirm the impression that debt plays a key 
role in accommodating year-by-year variation in investment.” (Fama
and French 1999, p. 1954)

– “Debt seems to be the residual variable in financing decisions. 
Investment increases debt, and higher earnings tend to reduce 
debt.” (draft version)
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The Loanable Funds Model

• Patient lends to Impatient

• Patient’s spending power goes down

• Impatient’s spending power goes up

• No change in aggregate demand

• Banks mere intermediaries (ignored in analysis)
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The Endogenous Money Model

• Entrepreneur approaches bank for loan

• Bank grants loan & 
creates deposit 
simultaneously

• Alan Holmes, Senior V-P, 
New York Fed

• “In the real world, banks 
extend credit, creating 
deposits in the process, 
and look for the reserves 
later.” (1969)

• New loan puts additional spending power into circulation

• Aggregate demand exceeds demand from income alone

• Proven later

• Macro models must include change in debt as source of demand
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A Primer on Minsky

• Minsky: growing aggregate private debt source of economic growth

– “If income is to grow, the financial markets must generate an 
aggregate demand that is ever rising.

– For real aggregate demand to be increasing,  it is necessary that 
current spending plans be greater than current received income and

– that some market technique exist by which aggregate spending in 
excess of aggregate anticipated income can be financed.

– It follows that over a period during which economic growth takes 
place, at least some sectors finance a part of their spending by 
emitting debt or selling assets.” (Minsky 1982)

• Minsky: Rising debt also finances Ponzi behaviour & asset bubbles
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A Primer on Minsky

• “Ponzi income falls short of interest payments on debt so that the 
outstanding debt will grow due to interest on existing debt… Ponzi 
units can fulfill their payment commitments on debts only by 
borrowing… a Ponzi unit must increase its outstanding debts.’ (Minsky
1982, p. 24)

• Ponzi debt drives up asset prices:

• “During a period of tranquility, there will be a decline in the value of the 
insurance that the holding of money bestows.

• This will lead to a rise in the price of capital assets so that a larger 
admixture of Ponzi finance is accepted by bankers.

• In this way the financial system endogenously generates at least part of 
the finance needed by the increased investment demand that follows a 
rise in the price of capital assets.” (Minsky 1982, p. 107)

– Endogenous money

– Banks funding Ponzi Schemes

– Essential parts of Minsky’s model of capitalism:
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The Financial Instability Hypothesis

• Economy in historical time
• Debt-induced recession in recent past
• Firms and banks conservative re debt/equity, assets
• Only conservative projects are funded

– Recovery means most projects succeed
• Firms and banks revise risk premiums

– Accepted debt/equity ratio rises
– Assets revalued upwards…

• “Stability is destabilising”
– Period of tranquility causes expectations to rise…

• Self-fulfilling expectations

– Decline in risk aversion causes increase in investment

– Investment expansion causes economy to grow faster

• Rising expectations leads to “The Euphoric Economy”…
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The Financial Instability Hypothesis

• Asset prices rise: speculation on assets profitable

• Increased willingness to lend increases money supply

– Money supply endogenous, not controlled by CB

• Riskier investments enabled, asset speculation rises

• The emergence of “Ponzi” financiers

– Cash flow less than debt servicing costs

– Profit by selling assets on rising market

– Interest-rate insensitive demand for finance

• Rising debt levels & interest rates lead to crisis

– Rising rates make conservative projects speculative

– Non-Ponzi investors sell assets to service debts

– Entry of new sellers floods asset markets

– Rising trend of asset prices falters or reverses
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The Financial Instability Hypothesis

• Boom turns to bust

• Ponzi financiers first to go bankrupt

– Can no longer sell assets for a profit

– Debt servicing on assets far exceeds cash flows

• Asset prices collapse, increasing debt/equity ratios

• Endogenous expansion of money supply reverses

• Investment evaporates; economic growth slows

• Economy enters a debt-induced recession

– Back where we started...

• Process repeats once debt levels fall

– But starts from higher debt to GDP level

• Final crisis where debt burden overwhelms economy

• Turning verbal argument into a model…
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Evolution of my approach to macroeconomics

• Starting point Schumpeterian/complex systems focus on far from 
equilibrium dynamics

• Preferred initial dynamic model: Goodwin Growth Cycle (1967)

– Simplest possible inherently cyclical economic model

• Output determines Employment

• Employment determines Rate of Employment

• Rate of Employment determines Rate of Change of Wages

• Wages determine Profits

• Profits determine Investment

• Investment determines Rate of Change of Capital

• Capital determines Output…

– Cyclical behaviour even with no nonlinear behavioral relations

– Structural nonlinearity causes cycles: wage rate times employment
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Evolution of my approach to macroeconomics

• As a flowchart model in Minsky program…
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Adding Minsky

• Adding realism: Capitalists invest more than 
profits during boom, less during a slump

– Debt needed to finance excess

• Embellishment: Distinguish productive 
from unproductive debt

• As systems dynamic model (in commercial 
product Vissim)
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• Model predicts systemic breakdown as feasible 
outcome

• Captures stylized facts of last 2o years of 
economic data with fixed, scalar parameters

– Period of diminishing volatility in employment 
(and income distribution)

– Followed by sudden increase in volatility and 
then collapse…
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Minsky and Complexity

• As a set of differential equations, model is:
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• Multiple equilibria which can be stable or unstable depending on

– Parameter values; and

– Initial conditions

• Two key equilibria:

– “Good”: Positive employment, wages share, finite debt

– “Bad”: Zero employment, wages share, infinite debt

– “Basin of attraction” around equilibria

• Too close to the “Bad” equilibrium, a “black hole” effect unless 
debt reduced
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Stability at 3%
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• “From the perspective of 
economic theory and policy, 
this vision of a capitalist 
economy with finance requires 
us to go beyond that habit of 
mind which Keynes described 
so well,

• the excessive reliance on the 
(stable) recent past as a guide 
to the future.

• The chaotic dynamics explored 
in this paper should warn us 
against accepting a period of 
relative tranquility in a 
capitalist economy as anything 
other than a lull before the 
storm.” (Keen, 1995, p. 634; 
emphasis added)
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Adding money

• But still only implicitly monetary

• Explicitly monetary model (Graziani 1989):

– any monetary payment must therefore be a triangular transaction, 
involving at least three agents, the payer, the payee, and the bank. 
Real money is therefore credit money.” (3)

• Capitalism not barter (2-sided, 2 commodity exchange)

• But monetary (3 sided—seller, buyer, bank—1 commodity)

– Insight enabled development of strictly monetary macro model

• Banking sector intermediary in all monetary transactions

• Sale involves

– Transfer of money from account of buyer to seller

– In exchange for transfer of good from seller to buyer

• Aggregate process modelled as flows in continuous time
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Adding Explicit Money to Minsky

• Circuitist/MMT insight

– Money created via double-entry bookkeeping

– Our innovation (in program Minsky): add double-entry bookkeeping 
“widget” to standard dynamic systems palette

Flows in…

B
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t

• Entered by double-entry table

• Can model any financial system 
(government or private, real or 
hypothetical)

• Example: comparing “Loanable 
Funds” to “Endogenous Money”
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Comparing “Loanable Funds” & “Endogenous Money”

• Loanable Funds

– “I’m all for including the banking sector in stories where it’s 
relevant; but why is it so crucial to a story about debt and leverage?

– Keen says that it’s because once you include banks, lending 
increases the money supply. OK, but why does that matter?...

– Keen then goes on to assert that lending is, by definition (at least as 
I understand it), an addition to aggregate demand. I guess I don’t 
get that at all.

– If I decide to cut back on my spending and stash the funds in a 
bank, which lends them out to someone else, this doesn’t have to 
represent a net increase in demand. ” (Krugman 2012)

• Endogenous Money

– “In the real world, banks extend credit, creating deposits in the 
process, and look for the reserves later.” (Alan Holmes, Senior V-P, 
New York Fed, 1969)
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Loanable Funds

• “Patient” deposits in Bank

• Bank lends from Patient to Impatient (mechanism implicit)

• Impatient hires Workers

• Workers produce output

• All “classes” consume output (“Impatient” implicit)

• Outcome:

– Constant money stock & aggregate demand…
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Loanable Funds
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Endogenous Money

• Bank lends to Firm Sector

• Firm sector hires workers

• Workers produce, all classes consume

• Firm sector pays “Patient” dividends

• Workers & Patient consume

• Outcome:

– Growing money stock & aggregate demand…
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Endogenous Money
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A monetary production economy

• Monetary flows linked to real economy via wages, investment

– Wage determines employment, given money wage payments

– Investment determines rate of change of capital, given prices

– Price and wage dynamics added for linking two sub-systems

– Nonlinear behavioural functions added for

• Phillips Curve (function of employment rate)

• Investment decisions of firms (function of profit rate)

• Lending decisions of banks (function of profit rate)

• Debt repayment decisions of firms  (function of profit rate)

• NOT needed to generate cycles

– Product of innate nonlinearities

• But needed to constrain behaviour to realistic ranges

• Generated system in which tendency to deflation replaced falling 
wages share: a debt-deflation
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A monetary production economy

• Model a set of coupled differential equations…
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• Just as unreadable as any 
standard model!

• Minsky project intended to 
build visual dynamic 
interface that even non-
mathematicians can follow
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Explicitly Monetary Minsky Model

• Uncalibrated model captures stylized facts of the crisis
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Explicitly Monetary Minsky Model

• Scales to multiple sectors with input-output dynamics…
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Empirical Implications of Monetary Macroeconomics

• Fundamental proposition of endogenous money

– Demand differs from (normally exceeds) income

– New bank debt creates new additional demand

• Contradicts “Loanable Funds” approach to banking

– Banks mere intermediaries between savers and borrowers

• Money creation capacity limited to “money multiplier”

• Standard “IS-LM” explanation for crisis:

– Liquidity Trap

– Deleveraging by ex-borrowers not matched by dis-saving by ex-
savers because interest rate at zero

– Therefore disequilibrium in Loanable Funds…
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The Liquidity Trap—Asymmetry as cause of crisis

• Krugman’s “Liquidity Trap” explanation for crisis

– “we had a period of too much optimism about debt, in which 
debtors borrowed and spent too much;

– since one person’s debt is another’s asset, creditors had to be 
induced to spend less via high real interest rates.

– Then people remembered the dangers of debt,

– and we moved from leveraging to deleveraging.

– But the problem is that this isn’t symmetric, because you can’t get 
real interest rates low enough to induce sufficient spending on the 
part of those not deep in debt.

– So one way to explain our depression is to say that debtors, as a 
group, are trying to deleverage too fast, in the sense that the 
collective rate at which they are trying to pay down debt isn’t 
feasible given the zero lower bound on interest rates.

– And that’s the role of fiscal policy: its goal is not to stop aggregate 
deleveraging … but to slow it down to a pace that can be 
accommodated by monetary policy.”
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The Liquidity Trap

• Two testable hypotheses:

1. High interest rates correlate with high rates of growth of debt

2. Change in debt only has macroeconomic impact in a liquidity trap

• Real interest rates and real debt growth:
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The Liquidity Trap

• Change in debt only has macroeconomic impact in a liquidity trap:
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• Correlation:

1. -0.27 after ZLB—Weak

2. -0.55 1980-Now—Medium

3. -0.69 before ZLB—Strong

Krugman’s hypothesis…
Strong correlationNo correlation
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The Liquidity Trap

• Neat, Plausible… but empirically wrong

– Rather than change in debt only mattering after ZLB

• Matters all the time, but least after ZLB

• Alternative empirically deduced hypothesis

– Change in debt matters at all times

• because (somehow…) it adds to aggregate demand

• Partially confirmed by previous correlation: -0.55 for 1980-Now

• To test, measure change in debt relative to GDP

– 1970: 10% change in debt = 10% addition to GDP-based demand

– 2009: 10% change in debt = 30% addition…
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Aggregate demand, income & debt
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• Hypothesis: change in debt has macroeconomic effect at all times
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• Correlation:

1. -0.63 after ZLB—Strong

2. -0.76 1980-Now—Stronger

3. -0.84 before ZLB—Very Strong
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• Summarising “Liquidity Trap” vs “Endogenous money”
ZLB

Correlation Coefficients Before After 1980-2012

Real interest rate & change in real private debt 0.21 0.65 0.46

Change in real private debt & unemployment -0.69 -0.27 -0.55

Change in debt percent of GDP & unemployment -0.84 -0.63 -0.76

• Change in debt matters at all times

– Mechanism: change in debt adds to demand

– Change in Private Debt finances

• Investment in excess of retained profits

• Speculation in addition of distributed profits

– Change in Government Debt finances

• Government deficit (with a caveat or two…)
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• Firstly Income
IY W 

• Divide profits into

– Distributed profits—consumed

– Retained profits—invested

I D RY W W    
• Now Expenditure

– Money spent buying either Consumer Goods or Capital Goods

   WC D C

d d
C W D D

dt dt

• Four sources of demand for Consumer Goods

• Comparing the two equations…

• With endogenous money:

– Two sources of demand for Capital Goods

• Retained earnings

• New debt
R

d
I D

dt
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• Flow of income:
I D RY W  

• Flow of expenditure:
EY C I 

R

d
I D

dt
 

• Where

• And

     E WC D C R

d d d
Y W D D D

dt dt dt
• So

• Subtracting YI from YE:

 

 
          

 
E I WC D C R D R

d d d
Y Y W D D D W

dt dt dt

• Rearranging:     E I WC D C

d d d
Y Y D D D

dt dt dt

• I.e., “Expenditure equals income plus the change in debt”…

   WC D C

d d
C W D D

dt dt
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• How to reconcile this with NIPA-like tables?

– Measured expenditure = Measured income

• Keynes’s distinction between ex-ante & ex-post

– Planned investment—i.e. investment ex-ante—may have to secure 
its " financial provision " before the investment takes place…

– There has, therefore, to be a technique to bridge this gap between 
the time when the decision to invest is taken and the time when the 
correlative investment and saving actually occur.

– This service may be provided either by the new issue market or by 
the banks;—which it is, makes no difference.” (Keynes 1937, p. 246)

• Formally, using properties of continuous--time functions with 
discontinuities…
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Aggregate demand, income & debt

• Income and Expenditure as functions with jump discontinuities

Income

D
D

• Ex-post: limit as time 
approaches t from above:

( ) lim ( )
s t

I IY t Y s


 

• Ex-ante: limit as time 
approaches t from below:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E I IY t Y t Y t D t    D

• Measurement is integration

• Functions differing only at 
finitely many discontinuities 
must have identical integrals.

2 2

1 1

( ) ( )
t t

E It t
Y t dt Y t dt 

• Therefore, provided the change in debt occurs at finitely many points, 
we have that

• Recorded expenditure and income over a finite period therefore 
necessarily agree even though ( ) ( ) ( )E IY t Y t D t  D

Expenditure
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A strictly monetary view of aggregate demand

• Two sources of monetary demand

– Income (Wages + Profits)

– Borrowing (Change in Debt)

• Two categories of supply

– Goods & Services (Consumer + Investment Goods/Services)

– Net new financial assets

• Schumpeter:

– Incomes mainly spent on consumption

– Change in debt main source of funds for investment

• Minsky: Change in debt also finances Ponzi behavior

    
d

Wages Profits D Consumption Investment NetAssetTurnover
dt
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Walras-Schumpeter-Minsky Law

• Aggregate Demand = Income + Change in Debt

• Aggregate Supply = Good & Services + Net Asset Turnover

d
Y D GDP NAT

dt
  

A A ANAT P Q T  

 
2

2 A A A

d d d d
Y D GDP P Q T

dt dt dt dt
    

• Implications for macro & finance:

– Change in debt a factor in level of employment, output

– Debt acceleration drives change in GDP & asset prices

• Change in debt explains crisis (& “Great Moderation” before it)

• Accelerating debt explains why asset bubbles must burst
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Change in Debt & Aggregate Demand

• Today—compared to Then
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Acceleration in Debt & Change in Employment

• Now (compared to then)
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Share Prices—the long view

• Dow Jones deflated by the CPI
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Share Prices—the long view

• Deviation from trend
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Acceleration in Debt & Change in Dow Jones

• Then and now…
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• NO trend; long term average 103

• “a "bubble" in home prices does not appear likely

• home price declines, were they to occur, likely 
would not have substantial macroeconomic 
implications.” (Greenspan to Congress, August 
2005)
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Acceleration in Mortgages & Change in House Prices
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• Private debt far more important than government debt:

• Only the Great 
Depression 
compares to now

• & “Roaring 
Twenties” to “The 
Great Moderation”
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Deleveraging for … 2 decades?

• At current rate, USA will get to 1970 debt level by 2025
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Dynamic modelling in economics

Steve Keen
University of Western Sydney
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Simplest possible “real world” model

– n markets

– Commodities produced using input-output system

– Spot markets for sale of output (“supply=demand”)

– All output in year t becomes input in year t+1

• Consumption “internalised”

– Economy growing over time

– For equilibrium,

• Outputs in year 0 must be sufficient for production in year 1

• Prices must enable producers to buy all inputs

• Conditions expressed in matrix equations:
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Outputs in year t+1 “output input” transformation of inputs in 
previous period t:

   1x t A x t  

• For stable growth, each 

sector must grow at the 

same rate (a % p.a.)

Output in 2005

(vector of outputs)

Outputs in 2004 are

inputs for 2005

Production process derived 

from “productive” input-output 

matrix

     1 1x t x ta   

2005’s output of socks,

DVD players, etc., is a%

greater than 2004’s
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Two conditions on production can be combined using matrix maths…

   1x t A x t  

     1 1x t x ta   

     1A x t x ta   

     1 0A x t x ta    

    1 0A I x ta    

The production relation…

Has to equal growth condition…

Equating them…

Rearrange using matrix rules…

I is matrix equivalent of 1…

  1A Ia  So this bit

has to be somehow equivalent to zero for this equation to be feasible
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• The expression   1A Ia   is equivalent to zero if

its “determinant” is equal to zero; more on that soon

• Price condition also expressed in matrix equation

– Prices must enable producers to purchase necessary inputs

– For equilibrium, relative prices must be constant (p)

– Cost of inputs is p (list of prices) times A (table of outputs 

produced from inputs) times equilibrium rate of profit p:

 1p p Ap   

List of prices Uniform profit rate

Table of outputs

produced from

inputs
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Rearrange using matrix rules

– Order of multiplication important: p I I p  

 1 11p A p A Ap      

• (1) Multiply both sides by inverse of A

• (2) A times its inverse equals I (matrix with 1’s on diagonal 

& 0’s elsewhere)

 1 1p A p Ip    

• (3) Move to LHS:

 1 1 0p A p Ip     

• (4) Group on p:

  1 1 0p A Ip    
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• The expression  1 1A Ip    is equivalent to zero if

its “determinant” is equal to zero…

• Matrices have a property called “eigenvalues”

– Basically, roots (zeroes) of polynomial—where it crosses x-

axis

• (1 root for y=a+bx, 2 for y=a+bx+cx2, etc.)

• For stability, biggest root must be less than 1

– Problem: A & A-1 have inverse roots…

• If ½ biggest “eigenvalue” of A, then 2 is biggest eigenvalue 

of A-1.

• Not a problem if all eigenvalues of A < 0

– -½ and -2 both less than zero

• Unfortunately…
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Matrix A derived from table of inputs needed to produce outputs
– Input-output table has all non-negative entries

• Can’t use negative quantities of commodity as input
– Advanced maths theorems (“Perron-Frobenius”) show that A’s 

biggest eigenvalue must be > 0
• So either A or A-1 (or both) must have root > 1

– If A has root of ½ then A-1 has root of 2
– Results:

• Either prices or quantities must be unstable
• If system diverges a fraction from stability, it will never return…
• “General Equilibrium” will never be in equilibrium…
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Intuition:

– Walras hoped “direct effects” of price changes

• Banana supply exceeds demand  banana price falls  closer to 
equilibrium

– would outweigh “indirect effects”

• Banana price fall  fall in income for banana producers  fall in 
demand for biscuits  feedback on banana industry…

– Maths shows not the case: plausible model of growing production 
economy unstable; feedback effects outweigh direct
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Can General Equilibrium be in equilibrium?

• Rejoinders?

– (1) “It’s just an artefact of matrices”

– (2) “Let’s find ways to make it stable!”

– (3) “Let’s ignore stability”

• (1) “It’s just an artefact of matrices”

– Input-output table strictly linear: has rigid proportions between 
inputs (commodities) & outputs

– Neoclassical production functions nonlinear: variable proportions, 
input substitution (labor for capital…)

– Therefore neoclassical model will be stable while IO/matrix/Leontief 
systems will not…
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“It’s just an artefact of matrices”

• Matrix is linear

– like b in y(x)=a+bx only with many variables

• Neoclassical production functions are nonlinear

– like y(x)=a+bx+cx2+dx3+…

• But

– Any nonlinear function can be approximated by polynomial

• E.g., sin(x):
1050-5-10

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

sin(x) & polynomial approximationsin(x) & polynomial approximation

   3 5 7 9 111 1 1 1
6 120 3628805040sin x x x x x x O x     

• “Linear bit” of production function is IO matrix

• Stability near equilibrium determined by linear bit only

• “Linear bit” of sin(x) is x

• Best guess for sin(x) near x=0 is x
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x as an approximation to sin(x)
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1

1

sin x( )

x

18.84

0

Error x( )

11 x

“It’s just an artefact of matrices”

• Linear part “rules the roost” the closer you get to equilibrium

• Linear bit of any nonlinear production function is IO matrix

• Its stability determines system stability near equilibrium: nonlinear bits 
irrelevant
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“It’s just an artefact of matrices”

• Nonlinear “production function” might stop prices/quantities becoming 
crazy

– Negative prices or quantities…

• But won’t make equilibrium stable

• Multiple “supply & demand” markets can’t all be in equilibrium

– unless started out there and never disturbed…

• First neoclassical to realise instability problem was Jorgenson 
(1960)…
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(2) “Let’s find ways to make it stable!”

• “If the output system is relatively stable, the price system cannot be, 
and vice versa… ” (Jorgenson 1960:  895)

• “The conclusion is that excess capacity (or positive profit levels or both) 
is necessary … for the interpretation of the dynamic input-output 
system … as a model of an actual economy…” (Jorgenson 1960: 893)

• So far so good; but then in 1961…

– “To avoid dual instability, a number of re-interpretations of the basic 
model have been proposed… In this paper, a third re-interpretation 
… is suggested…” (Jorgenson 1961: 106)
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(2) “Let’s find ways to make it stable!”

• “First, the behavior of the system depends not only on the 
technological characteristics of the system, but also on the behavior of 
economic decision-makers in each of the sectors of the economy. 
Secondly, the complete system surmounts the difficulties associated 
with dual instability; by suitable restrictions on the initial values of the 
disequilibrium variables, the non-negativity of all economic variables is 
preserved…”
– Introduced stocks & Reserve Bank interest rate to try to stabilise 

model;
– Got maths wrong! (See Blatt 1983: 134, Jorgenson 1961: 112, 115) 

System still unstable…
• Other equally flawed attempts (turnpike theorems etc.); so…
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(3) “Let’s ignore stability”

• “Arrow-Debreu” model of general equilibrium removes dynamics 
entirely
– “For any economic agent a complete action plan (made now for the 

whole future)…”
– No time process:

• “Market” occurs once only in history of planet
• All transactions for all time take place at once
• Uncertainty re “future” abolished:

– “A contract for the transfer of a commodity now specifies, 
… an event on the occurrence of which the transfer is 
conditional.

– This new definition of a commodity allows one to obtain a 
theory of uncertainty … formally identical with the theory of 
certainty developed in the preceding chapters.”
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Is equilibrium economics?

• Obvious conclusions from general equilibrium failures:

– If model can’t be in equilibrium, then

• economy itself certainly can’t be

• economics should model “out of equilibrium” behaviour

• equilibrium analysis can’t be economics

– Economics can only develop using dynamics

• “Out of equilibrium” modeling commonplace in true sciences

– Example from meteorology: Lorenz model of “2-dimensional” 
weather system (foundation of modern weather prediction)
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Non-equilibrium modeling

• Non-equilibrium models use

– Differential rather than simultaneous equations

• “Rate of change of x a function of x”

– Computer simulations rather than drawings…

• Lorenz’s weather model simplified version of empirically derived fluid 
flow equations:

 

 

dx
a y x

dt
dy

b z x y
dt
dz

x y c z
dt

  

   

   

x displacement

y displacement

temperature gradient

• Thinking like a (neoclassical) economist, let’s work out 

equilibrium…
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Lorenz’s weather model

• First step, set all rates of change to zero:

 

 

0

0

0

dx
a y x

dt
dy

b z x y
dt
dz

x y c z
dt

   

    

    

y=x part of equilibrium (also x=y=0)…

b-z=1 part of equilibrium (& z=0 if y=0)

x2=c.z part of equilibrium…

• Oh Oh… there are 3 equilibria!:

 

 

 

1

2 : 1

1

b cx

y b c

z b

     
     
   
    

 

 

0

1 : 0

0

x

y

z

   
   


   
      

 

 

 

1

3 : 1

1

b cx

y b c

z b

      
      
   
    

 

& the other root of x2:

• Surely 1 is stable & the other 2 aren’t?
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Lorenz’s weather model

• All 3 equilibria are unstable!

– If system starts at (1), (2) or (3), it stays there;

– But if disturbed even a fraction, it flies away

• So the system must break down?

• Wild dynamic behaviour

• But never “nonsense” values for x,y, z:

Lorenz Attractor

a=5, b=15, c=1

Time (sec)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

X
 V

a
lu

e

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15
X

• The tiniest push and 

“equilibrium” is out 

the window…

• But the system cycles 

rather than breaking 

down
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Lorenz’s weather model

• And behind the apparent “chaos”

• A complex pattern of feedbacks between x, y & z

• Inspiration for modern science of complexity

Lorenz Attractor

a=5, b=15, c=1

X

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Y
 &

 Z

-15.0

-12.5

-10.0

-7.5

-5.0

-2.5

0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0
Y
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The endogenous critique

• Kaldor 1940, “A model of the trade cycle”

– Considered static model based on interaction of ex-ante savings and 
ex-ante investment:

– “the basic principle underlying all these theories may be sought in 
the proposition … derived from Mr Keynes’s General Theory … that 
economic activity always tends towards a level where Savings and 
Investment are equal… in the ex-ante … sense.” (78)

– Savings and Investment both assumed to be positively sloped 
functions of activity level (employment as proxy).

– “If we assume the S and I functions as linear, we have two 
possibilities:” (79) 
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The endogenous critique

(1) Savings function

steeper than 

Investment

(savings rises more

than investment

as employment rises

Y

Employment

S

I

S<I, system

expands

S>I, system

contracts
Equilibrium

stable
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The endogenous critique

(2) Savings function

flatter than 

Investment

(savings rises less

than investment

as employment rises

Employment

Y I

S

S>I, system

contracts

S<I, 

system

expands

Equilibrium

unstable
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The endogenous critique

• Kaldor

– In “slope of S”> “slope of I” situation

• “any disturbances … would be followed by the re-establishment 
of a new equilibrium, with a stable level of activity… this … 
assumes more stability than the real world, in fact, appears to 
possess.” (80)

– In I>S situation

• “the economic system would always be rushing either towards a 
state of hyper-inflation … or towards total collapse… Since 
recorded experience does not bear out such dangerous 
instabilities, this possibility can be dismissed” (80)
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The endogenous critique

• Kaldor’s solution

– “Since thus neither of these two assumptions can be justified, we 
are left with the conclusion that the I and S functions cannot both 
be linear.” (81)

– Insight: nonlinear functions make endogenous fluctuations possible, 
and limit size to meaningful levels

– Endogenous fluctuations and nonlinearity are inseparable elements 
of dynamic analysis.
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The importance of being nonlinear

Linear models can be:

GGlloobbaallllyy SSttaabb
llee

IInnddeetteerrmmiinnaanntt

GGlloo
bbaa

llllyy
UUnnssttaabbllee

Cycles in linear system require

SSttaabbllee  eeqquuiilliibbrriiuumm
wwiitthh  sshhoocckkss

Frisch/Hicks/Econometrics approach

UUnnssttaabbllee  eeqquuiilliibbrriiuumm
wwiitthh  bbaarrrriieerrss  ((tthhuuss

nnoonnlliinneeaarr))

Harrod’s initial model
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The importance of being nonlinear

• Nonlinear systems can be:
LLoocc

aallll
yy UUnnssttaabbllee

GGlloobbaallllyy  SSttaabbllee

• Cycles can occur because 

system is:

LLooccaallllyy  SSttaabbllee  wwiitthh  SShhoocckkss

LLooccaallllyy  uunnssttaabbllee::  "" FFaarr
ffrroomm  EEqquuiilliibbrriiuumm""

Not so different from 

linear model
Completely unlike 

linear model
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The importance of being nonlinear

• Advantages of linear systems:

– Easily analysed (closed form solutions exist)

– Powerful analytic maths (linear algebra)

– Proof by theorem

– Stable linear dynamic system’s behaviour a function of parameter 
values of system only

– Behaviour can be broken down into

• Equilibrium value

• Growth component

• Cyclical component

• Disadvantages of linear systems:

– Unrealistic for most open systems
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The importance of being nonlinear

• Disadvantages of nonlinear systems:
– Difficult to analyse (no closed form solutions)
– No analytic maths

• Many high level forms of maths needed to characterise, but no 
analytic results possible

– Proof by simulation rather than theorem
– System’s behaviour a function of both parameter values and initial 

conditions
• Path dependent behavior

– Behaviour cannot be broken down into growth and cyclical 
components

• Instead, magnitude of cycles a function of deviation from 
equilibrium; equilibria often “repellers” rather than “attractors”
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The importance of being nonlinear

• Advantages of nonlinear systems

– Realistic for most open systems

– Most “open systems”—ones subject to evolutionary change—are 
“far from equilibrium” ones

• Nonlinear dynamics approximate this;

– “Evolution” with fixed parameters

– Tractable compared to true evolutionary modelling
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Statics vs. Dynamics

• Economics unique amongst mathematically-oriented disciplines in 
reliance upon static methodology (simultaneous equations rather than 
differential equations)

• Reliance on statics not limited to Neoclassicals

– Many Keynesian/Kaleckian theorists (including the masters) use 
simultaneous equations

– “Sraffian” economists criticise all other schools using advanced 
equilibrium-oriented methodology

– Why?

• Belief that economic system will settle down to equilibrium “in 
the long run”

• “Dynamics simply describes transients”
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Statics vs. Dynamics

• Long ago shown to be untrue even for “general equilibrium” 
neoclassical models (Jorgenson 1960,61, 63; McManus 1963; Blatt 1983)

– Linear component of input-output system with growth must be 
unstable in either price or output vector

– Reliance on static methods a hangover from past practice and faith

• Dynamic answers to economic questions fundamentally 
different to static ones

– EVEN IF model “Keynesian”

• Example: Steedman’s critique of Kaleckian pricing theory
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Steedman’s Crucible

• A model of price setting which takes account of input-output relations

• Circulating capital only; no overhead labour

• Equilibrium analysis, quantities taken as given, which leaves prices 
only:

    ˆ( )( ) where :

p a vector of prices, w wage rates, f import prices

A an n.n input-output matrix, E labor, M imports

m a vector of markups (non-uniform)

u "exogenous costs" (wages and import

p u pA I m u wE fM

ed

inputs)
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Equilibrium Prices

• Reworking this equation yields:

    1ˆ ˆ( )( )p u I m I A Am
Price can be expressed as a function of markup, but

• Given input-output relations, price in industry j will at least

depend on all 1...n industries which are basic

• QED I: prices in industry j cannot be set without regard to 

conditions in other industries

– (Followed by critiques of averages, vertical integration, wages 

share, etc.)
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What about dynamics?

• Steedman considers a once-only exogenous change (of du) in u. 

• Then from 



  

   

  

   

    

      

1

1

2 1

2

1

ˆ( )( ) we get

ˆ( )( ) or

ˆ( ) and

ˆ( )( ) or

ˆ ˆ( )( ( ))

leading to

ˆ ˆ ˆ( )( ... ( )tt

p u pA I m

p u du pA I m

p p du I m

p u du pA I m

p p du I m I A I m

p p du I m I A I m dm

Note this

equation
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“Their full effects”

• QED II: Price converges to a new equilibrium vector where initial 
interdependence of (each) price on many (at least basic industries) 
markups is restored. Steedman concludes that
– QED III: “‘static’ analysis does not ignore time. To the contrary, that 

analysis allows enough time for changes in prime costs, markups, 
etc., to have their full effects.”

– Really?
• Like most economists, Steedman is apparently unaware of basic 

methods of mathematical dynamical analysis
• Reworking his equation into a standard difference equation:
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“Their full effects”

• Equation is



   

  

2 1

1

ˆ( )( ) or

ˆ( )( )t t t

p u du pA I m

p u p A I m

       % %
1t tp u I m pA I m• As autonomous difference 

equation

• This is solved by breaking into two components:

• First, “homogeneous”     %
1t tp p A I m

    %
1 0t tp p A I m

• Presume solution of the form
t

tp x
1

1
t

tp x 

 • So that Substituting:
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Solving difference equation

• Only possible for non-trivial x if

   1
1 0t t

t tp p A I m x x A I m

      % %

  0t tx x x A I m  %

   0tx x A I m  %

  0x A I m  %

  
ttx c A I m  % • So that   

tt
tp x c A I m   %

constant

• Second, “particular”:  1tp u I m   %

       1 0t tp u I m p A I m K u I m KA I m          % % % %

• Presume solution of the form tp K

Dispense with

Collect terms in x

Factor
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Solving difference equation

• Simple matrix manipulation:

    0K u I m KA I m    % %

   K I A Am u I m   % %

  
1

K u I m I A Am


   % %

    1ˆ ˆ( )( )p u I m I A Am

• Particular result same as 

Steedman’s static solution:

• General result sum of homogeneous plus particular solutions:

     
1 t

tp u I m I A Am c A I m


     % % %

• Static solution same as dynamic iff this0 as t

Skip eigenvalues
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Eigenvalues & eigenvectors

• “Eigen” (German for “characteristic”) values tell you how much a 
matrix is stretching space
– If modulus of dominant eigenvalue of discrete dynamic system < 1, 

matrix “shrinks” space and0 as t

– If modulus of dominant eigenvalue of discrete dynamic system > 1, 
matrix “expands” space and as t

  A I m v v  %

   0A I m v v  %

   0A I m I v  %

  0A I m I  %

How much does 

matrix ‘stretch 

space’?

& in which direction?

Only possible for non-trivial 

v if
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Eigenvalues & eigenvectors

is a polynomial in .  0A I m I  %

• If the modulus of the dominant root of this polynomial < 1, 

then this dynamic system will 0 as t and static price 

vector will be the final price vector

• If > 1, then this dynamic system will  as t and 

static price vector will be irrelevant

• If =1, then system “marginally unstable”

  
0 1

1

marginally unstable if =1

t t

if

A I m v v if



 





     %
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Steedman’s stability

• Steedman’s example system used

  
1

1 1 1u I m I A Am


      % %

1
0 0

2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 , ,
3 2 2 2 2 6 3

1
0 0

6

A m u

 
 
 

              
 
 
  

• With these values

• & modulus of maximum eigenvalue of   1A I m %
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Steedman’s stability

• Convergence to 
equilibrium in 
Steedman’s 
example 
system…

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Periods

0

1

2

3

P
ri
c
e
s

Good 1 Price
Good 2 Price
Good 3 Price
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Steedman’s stability

• A different example system

  
1

11.866 10.429 12.015u I m I A Am


        % %

3
0 0

5
4 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 , ,
5 2 2 2 2 6 3

7
0 0

10

A m u

 
 
 

              
 
 
  

• Which static analysis would rule out for obvious reasons, but 

of which the modulus of maximum eigenvalue of

  1.38A I m %

• With these values

The consequence?
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Steedman’s stability

• With different 
input-output 
matrix, instability:

– Permanent 
inflation away 
from the 
negative 
equilibrium 
price vector

2 7 12 17 22 27

Periods

0

10

20

30

P
ri
c
e
s

Good 1 Price
Good 2 Price
Good 3 Price
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Steedman’s stability

• Continuous price inflation

– Negative equilibrium price vector irrelevant since equilibrium 
unstable and prices will always diverge from it.

• Static analysis does not describe the “full effects” of a dynamic system 
unless the dynamic system is stable

– In real-world systems, instability/marginal instability rather than 
stability seems to be the rule

• Complex systems/evolutionary intepretation: “evolution to the 
edge of chaos”
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With more reality?

• Increased realistic complexity would introduce add quantity, banks, 
effective demand, nonlinear wage & investment functions, etc., to 
prices & markups

• Each additional element of reality brings increased nonlinearity (even 
with no explicit nonlinear functions)

• Full system almost certainly has unstable (multiple) equilibria, hence 
exhibits far-from-equilibrium dynamic behaviour
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Conclusion

• Static equilibrium not the end-product of dynamic processes
– Dynamics—not statics—the true crucible of economics:

• Not so much “Kalecki after Sraffa” as “Sraffa after Lorenz”
• Kaleckian price-setting process fully consistent with dynamic input-

output analysis; but
– Kaleckian results require nonlinear dynamic input-output analysis 

for full expression
• Kaleckian analysis insufficiently developed on this front to date; but on 

the other hand,
– Sraffians unjustifiably reliant upon statics

• Time for some cross-pollination… 
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Meanwhile, back in the economy

• Economy just as cyclical as the weather…

• Need models of cyclical behaviour, not “equilibrium”

• Plenty exist

– Post-Keynesians (Kaldor, Goodwin)

– Some Marxists (Foley, Levy…)

– Evolutionary economists (Schumpeter)

– Chaos/complexity theorists (Goodwin, Chiarella) 

– Econophysicists (Ponzi)…

– An example: Goodwin’s 1967 cyclical growth model

• Based on Marx’s verbal model in Capital I:
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The Cyclical economy

• “a rise in the price of labor resulting from accumulation of capital implies
… accumulation slackens in consequence of the rise in the price of
labour, because the stimulus of gain is blunted.

• The rate of accumulation lessens; but with its lessening, the primary
cause of that lessening vanishes, i.e. the disproportion between capital
and exploitable labour power.

• The mechanism of the process of capitalist production removes the
very obstacles that it temporarily creates.

• The price of labor falls again to a level corresponding with the needs of
the self-expansion of capital, whether the level be below, the same as,
or above the one which was normal before the rise of wages took
place…” (Marx Capital I: Chapter 25 Section 1)
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• Goodwin’s mathematical rendition

– % Change employment rate =

growth rate minus productivity & population 

growth

– % change workers’ income share = Real wage 

growth minus productivity

The Cyclical economy

• Marx’s model

– High wages  low investment  low growth  rising 
unemployment  falling wage demands  increased profit 
share  rising investment  high growth  high 
employment  High wages: cycle continues

1 1d

dt v

 
a 




  

 
1 d

w
dt


 a
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The Cyclical economy
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Econophysicists

• Physicists applying tools from physics to analyse economy
• Reject equilibrium modelling approach as based on false analogy to 

outdated 19th century physics
– E.g. “Anyone who has taken both physics & economics classes 

knows that these subjects are completely different in nature, 
notwithstanding the economists’ failed attempt to make economics 
look like an exercise in calculus…” (McCauley 2004: 3)

• See economics as necessarily non-equilibrium
– “There is no empirical evidence for stable equilibrium, for a 

stabilizing hand to provide self-regulation in unregulated markets.” 
(McCauley 2004: 4)
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Econophysicists (& mathematicians…)

• Emphasise reality & empiricism over theory:

– “Our emphasis is on understanding how markets really behave, not
how they hypothetically ‘should’ behave as predicted by completely
unrealistic models.” (McCauley 2004: xi)

• Reject neoclassical economics:

– “An aim of this book is to make it clear to the reader that neo-
classical theory, beloved of pure mathematicians, is a bad place to
start in order to make new models of economic behavior. This
includes the neoclassical idea of Nash equilbria in game theory.”
(McCauley 2004: 6)
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And the last word…

• Goes to Australian econophysics pioneer John Blatt:

– “The competitive system must not be treated as if it should be in, or
near, the balanced growth state (or, even less realistically, a state of
static equilibrium).

– The system, instead, has a natural tendency to depart from this
state and undergo oscillations…

– This conclusion, arrived at theoretically, is confirmed by some two
centuries of empirical observation.

– It is about time we recognize the obvious facts about the system in
which we live.” (Blatt 1983: 148)
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From: Girol Karacaoglu
Sent: Tuesday, 11 September 2012 6:03 PM
To: Grant Scobie; Jamie Murray; Kam Szeto; Ken Warren; Mark Blackmore; Michael 

Ryan; Tugrul Vehbi; Vinayak Nagaraj
Cc: Christie Smith; David Hargreaves; Joanne Hughes; Bill Moran; Gabriel Makhlouf; 

Andy Jackson; Anne-Marie Brook; Jean-Pierre Andre; Mario DiMaio; John Janssen; 
Michael Reddell; Peter Mawson; Gerald Minnee; Enzo Cassino

Subject: Steve Keen Visit - Next Steps - File Note - September 2012.DOC
Attachments: Steve Keen Visit - Next Steps - File Note - September 2012.DOC

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Hi All: 
 
Please find attached my summary of our discussion and decisions following Steve Keen’s visit to NZ. 
 
Those who attended the review meeting are most welcome to correct any errors and/or omissions in my File Note 
so that we have an accurate record. 
 
Thank you all for your support. 
 
Kind regards - Girol 
 
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

 | Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 

s9(2)(k)
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 IN-CONFIDENCE 

Treasury:2441868v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 1 

File Note 
 
 

Next Steps – Following Steve Keen’s Visit 
 

 
In attendance:  D Hargreaves (RBNZ), G Karacaoglu, G Scobie, J Murray, K Szeto,            
K Warren, M Blackmore, M Ryan, T Vehbi, V Nagaraj 
 
 
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss next steps, following Keen’s recent visit. 
 
Girol started the meeting by putting the purpose of Keen’s visit, as well as potential next 
steps, in the wider context of Treasury’s three key outcomes:  

• Economic Growth 
• State Sector Performance 
• Macroeconomic and Financial Stability 

 
Given what we have learned from the GFC, and some of the deficiencies of our current 
models in that context, what should be our response if we want to better understand the 
interfaces and dynamics between financial and real economic variables – and improve our 
advice on economic/financial policy towards enhancing macroeconomic and financial stability 
(the third of the Treasury outcomes listed above)? 
 
Four options were suggested and briefly discussed: 
 

1. Do nothing (i.e. keep doing what we have been doing) - basing our advice on 
existing RBNZ and Treasury models. 

2. Build a wider set of system-wide financial-stress indicators, based on the 
insights of those like Keen who have advocated focusing on the level, change, and 
rate of change in private debt (all relative to GDP). 

3. Build satellite models, based on the works of those such as Keen, and Godley & 
Lavoie, to complement the current RBNZ and Treasury models, to enrich the 
judgements applied to these models in guiding policy during periods of financial 
stress or sustained relative price (e.g. real exchange rate and interest rate) 
misalignments.  

4. Keep enriching and improving the current RBNZ and Treasury models to better 
capture the interface and dynamics between financial and real variables – to reflect 
what we learn from ongoing international research. 

 
Option 1 was quickly discarded. 
 
Option 2, which is essentially WIP at both the RBNZ and Treasury, was supported – and 
Girol expressed the hope that this work can be co-ordinated between the RBNZ and 
Treasury – so that we learn together, challenge each other, and improve our advice.  
 
Option 3 will be progressed in time, as resources allow – but this work will not be progressed 
with Steve Keen (i.e. there was no support for Keen’s proposal).  
 
Option 4 is WIP. 
 
 
It was emphasised that progress with these options should not be at the expense of our top 
priority to reduce NZ’s macroeconomic vulnerabilities through the work we are doing on 
fiscal, financial, macro-prudential, ... policies. 
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 IN-CONFIDENCE 

Treasury:2441868v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 2 

 
 
Next steps: 
 

1. Vinny and Enzo will put together a proposal re Option 2 (working with the RBNZ as 
appropriate). 

2. Vinny, Enzo, Tugrul, Szeto, Michael will put together a proposal re Option 3 (working 
with the RBNZ as appropriate).   

3. Girol will communicate the outcome of our discussions to Steve Keen. 
 
 
 Girol Karacaoglu 
11 September 2012  
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From: Steve Keen <debunking@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, 13 September 2012 6:44 PM
To: Girol Karacaoglu; Russell Standish; Mike Honeychurch; 'David Lawson'
Cc: Joey Au; Vinayak Nagaraj; Tugrul Vehbi; Gabriel Makhlouf
Subject: Re: Thank You

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Dear Girol, 
 
That's a great pity. I had hoped that your staff would have been willing to consider developing alternative modeling 
approaches, given the acknowledged failure of mainstream models to anticipate the financial crisis. 
 
I can understand the reluctance within a bureaucracy to take risks--bureaucracies by their nature have to be 
conservative. However, in this instance, that amounts to deciding to stick with what we know has failed, because of 
the fear that what hasn't yet been tried might not work. That is choosing guaranteed failure over possible success. 
 
Since academic economics in general shows a similar reluctance to innovate after its greatest ever failure, that 
leaves myself and a small band of innovators having to work on our own with limited resources, while the vast 
majority of economists continue to develop unsuccessful methods with substantial funding. 
 
Nonetheless, I thank you and Gabs for your willingness to entertain an alternative. I remain confident that ultimately 
I will achieve a breakthrough with economic policy makers, if only because continued failure by economists to 
provide useful advice to solve this crisis will result in politicians imposing change on the profession from the outside.
 
Your approach had raised my hopes that maybe a more proactive route could be followed, but such is life. It was still 
a pleasure to meet you, Joey and Gabs, and I'm sure we'll meet again as this economic crisis continues. 
 
Sincerely, Steve 
Professor Steve Keen 
www.debtdeflation.com/blogs 
@ProfSteveKeen 
 
On 13/09/2012, at 3:26 PM, Girol Karacaoglu <Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz> wrote: 

Dear Steve: 
  
As promised, we consulted with a wide range of people, both here in the Treasury, as well as at the 
RBNZ, about our next steps, following your recent visit to NZ. 
  
Unfortunately, there was no support from either the RBNZ or Treasury to progress your proposal. 
  
There was broad consensus in accepting your fundamental propositions re the significance of 
private debt (its level, change, and rate of change – all relative to GDP), inside endogenous money, 
endogenous risk, the banking system, ... – i.e. broadly your expansion of the Minsky story - as being 
at the centre of the most recent, as well as numerous earlier, financial / economic crises.  
  
Our concern was centred on whether, given the still nascent state of your attempts to bring these 
issues into a formal modelling framework, it would be prudent, at this stage, to invest in your 
proposed work programme. 
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I should say that I am personally very supportive of your endeavours, and am comforted by the fact 
that I was able to expose your views and model extensively, and at all levels of hierarchy, in the NZ 
Treasury and the RBNZ.  I am confident that we gave your proposal a comprehensive and fair 
hearing.  
  
Irrespective of this outcome, we all really appreciate the time and effort that you and your team 
have put into visiting us, and so patiently taking us through the details of your work. 
  
I will certainly continue to follow your work very closely and with great interest. 
  
I sincerely wish you and your team the very best - please give my regards to Mike and Russell. 
  
Kind regards - Girol    
  
Girol Karacaoglu | Deputy Secretary, Macroeconomics and Research | The Treasury 

| Girol.Karacaoglu@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you 
are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  

s9(2)(k)
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Keen’s monetary Minsky model

Oscar Parkyn

Abstract

This note works through Keen (2011).

1 Introduction

The model is built up in three steps. The first building block is Goodwin’s growth
cycle model (Goodwin, 1967). Second, in the spirit of Minsky, the Goodwin model is
augmented with the addition of a debt variable and further non-linearity is introduced
to the investment function and Phillips curve. Third, money is introduced through a
continuous time implementation of a Godley table.

2 Step 1: Goodwin’s model

First, Keen presents Goodwin’s growth cycle model.

The behaviour of this system is characterised by limit cycles in the employment ratio
and wage share of output, as shown in Figure 3 in Keen (2011). The actual data for New
Zealand over 1988 to 2011 is shown below in Figure 1. This data seems consistent with
a limit cycle as in Goodwin’s model. However, at odds with usual interpretations of the
New Zealand business cycle, this would imply a twenty-year business cycle rather than
a series of expansions and recessions with different drivers. Secondly, the variation in
the labour share of output is relatively small, at least compared with the stylised version
presented in Keen (2011).

Question. Figure 3 in Keen (2011) shows the wage share of output and employment
ratio exceeding 100 percent. Isn’t this infeasible?

Question. Is the New Zealand data evidence in support of Goodwin’s model? What
do other models say about the relationship between employment ratio and labour share
of output?

Question. In this framework, how do we think about the factors that are typically
associated with business cycles in New Zealand - household behaviour, terms of trade,
trading partner growth, climate, interest rates, fiscal policy etc?

1
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Figure 1: New Zealand employment ratio and wage share, 1988 to 2011 (Source: Statis-
tics New Zealand)
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3 Step 2: introducing (further) non-linearity and debt

Keen presents the model using real output instead of employment. Keen also specifies
the capital motion equation using a different investment function than used in Goodwin’s
model. Goodwin’s model assumed that investment = profit, whereas Keen assumes that
investment as a share of output is a function of the profit rate (profit divided by capital
stock).

Y =
K

ν
(1)

=⇒ dY

dt
=

1

ν

dK

dt
(2)

=⇒ dY

dt
=

1

ν

(
I
(

Π
νY

)
Y − γνY

)
(3)

=

(
I
(

Π
νY

)
ν

− γ

)
Y (4)

The investment function is specified using a generalised exponential function so that

I
(

Π
νY

)
= (yval −min)e

s(
Π
νY −xval)
yval−min + min (5)

2
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The profit rate can be expanded so that

Π

νY
=
Y − wL− rD

νY
(6)

=
Y − w Y

a − rD
νY

(7)

=
1

ν

(
1− w

a
− rD

Y

)
(8)

Thus substituting 8 into 5 and then into 4,

dY

dt
=

(yval −min)e
s( 1ν (1−w

a −rD
Y )−xval)

yval−min + min

ν
− γ

Y (9)

The linear Phillips curve is replaced with a generalised exponential function, such that:

dw

dt
= Ph(λ)w (10)

= Ph( LN )w (11)

= Ph( Y
aN )w (12)

=

(ỹval − m̃in)e

s̃(
Y
aN −x̃val)

ỹval−m̃in + m̃in

w (13)

The debt equation is as follows:

dD

dt
= I

(
Π
νY

)
Y −Π (14)

=

(
(yval −min)e

s( 1ν (1−w
a −rD

Y )−xval)
yval−min + min

)
Y − (Y − w Y

a − rD) (15)

=

(
(yval −min)e

s( 1ν (1−w
a −rD

Y )−xval)
yval−min + min− (1− w

a )

)
Y + rD (16)

Combining with the linear growth in labour productivity and population, the full system

3
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of ODEs is:

dY

dt
=

(yval −min)e
s( 1ν (1−w

a −rD
Y )−xval)

yval−min + min

ν
− γ

Y (17)

dw

dt
=

(ỹval − m̃in)e

s̃(
Y
aN −x̃val)

ỹval−m̃in + m̃in

w (18)

dD

dt
=

(
(yval −min)e

s( 1ν (1−w
a −rD

Y )−xval)
yval−min + min− (1− w

a )

)
Y + rD (19)

da

dt
= αa (20)

dN

dt
= βN (21)

Question. What is the individual effect on the properties of the system from each of the
three modifications (1) adding non-linearity to the Phillips curve (2) adding non-linearity
to the investment function and (3) adding a debt variable?

Question. Is the system’s qualitative properties robust to alternative specifications of
the trade cycle? If the objective is to have a macro model with debt and money, is it
necessary to use Goodwin’s model of the trade cycle?

Question. What is known about the qualitative properties (ie, phase space) of the
system? Can equilibria exist other than the trivial solution (Y = w = D = 0)? Does
the system bifurcate, either locally or globally?
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